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APPENDIX E

BRITISH SOCIAL A’ITITUDES

and

NORTHERN IRELAND SOCIAL ATTITUDES

Edit aud coding instructions for selected questions



NEWSPAPER Readership

I WbPaper (GB and ~

[

Code 94 should be used for British or Irish regional ck+ morning papers (NOT ‘free sheets’). Check ..s ....
whether any can be recoded as codes 1.12. This is a list of examples of such daily morning regional papers,
which should be coded 94:

GB fist
BirminghamPost Newcastle Journal
Dsdy News Northern Echo
Daily Post Press & Journal
Dundee Courier The Scotsman
Eastern Daily Press Shropshire Star
Emt Anglia Times South Shields Gazette
Glasgow Herald Western Daily Press
Irish Press Western Mail
Jsng Western Morning Post
Ltverpool Post Yorkshire Post

Any other papers mentioned should he checked for whether they are daily morning papers. Any new ones
identified should be find listed with serial number (so that the above list can be kept up to date). Please
confum that you have an up to date source to check the names of papers (e.g. ‘British Rate and Data’)

I Code 95 should be used for other daily morning papers (e.g. foreign daily morning papers) -do not include
free papers. Please check whether any can be receded as 94. Final list code 95s with serial numbers.

Add a code 96 for ‘More than one paper read with equal frequency’ and use wherever there are two or
more dad y morning papers mentioned (exclude ‘free sheets’).

Note about NJSA: The NISA question shotdd k treated in the same way as the BSA question, but note that
there are bound to be papers mentioned by NISA respondents which are not included in the GB list of
examples. If in doubt, TAB so that we can check with our colleagues in Northern Ireland. ,4nY new ones
identified should be final listed witi serial number.



PARTY fD

PartyFW (GB)

Code 7 and 8: Check whether any can be recoded 1-6.

HOUSING

HomeType (GB and ND

Code 7: check whether my can be recoded 1 to 6. Tenurela (GB)

Code 14: Check whether any can be recoded 1 to 13.,

BES CAMPAIGN PANEL

OthCit (GB)

Cede to lfre following cede frame:

1 [rish (RepublicJEire

2 Commonwealth countries:
Anguilla
Antigua & Barbuda
Aasuaha
Bahamas
Bangladesh
Barbados
Beiize
Bermuda
Botswana
Britain
British Antarctic Territory
British Indian Ocean Territory ,
British Virgin Islands
Brunei Damssalam
Cameroon
Canada
Cayrnan Islands
Cyprus
Dominica
Falkland Islands
llre Gambia
Ghana
Gibralta
Grensda
Guyana
Hong Kong
India
Jamaica
Kenya
Kiribati
I_-$sotfro
Malawi

Malaysia
Maldives
Malta
Mauritius
Mont.rerrat
Mozambique
Namibia
Nauru
New Zealand
Nigeria
Pakistan
Papua new Guinea
Pitcaim, Henderson, Ducie
And Oeno Islands
St Helena (and dependencies,
Ascension and Tristan da
Cufura)
St Kitts & Nevis
St Lucia
St Vincent& the Grenarhnes
Seychelles
Sien-u Leone
Singapore
Solomon Islands
South Africa
South Georgia and the South
Sandwich islands
SriLanka
Swaziland
Tanzania
Tonga
Trinidad & Tobago
Turks and Caicos Islsrrds



Tuvalu Western Samoa

Uganda Zambia
Vanuatu Zimbabwe

3 European Union (EYCEPT Germany
Ireland): Greece

Italy
Ausrna Luxembourg
Belgium Netberlaads
Denmark Portugal
Finlsnd Spain
France Sweden

4 Odw

NOTE:
. Answers of UX7Britair@tgkmd/Scotkrn&Walesshouldbereccdedascode 1 at Citizen,
. Answers giving seversl non-British nationalities should be coded to the first code to apply. E.g. if a

respondent isacidz.en of Spsinand Canada, they shoddbecoded 2( ’Commonwerdth’).

EIRegNot (GB)

Code 9: Check whether any can be receded code 1-8.

FuturVot (GB)

Code 7: Check whether any can be recoded 1-6 or 8-10.

Code 9: Inciude ‘Not eligible to vote’.

PUBLIC SPENDING, WELFARE BENEFITS AND HEALTH CARE

Dole (GB and NI)

Ati code 4; ‘Both: Unemployment Benefit cauws hardship but can’t he higher or there would be no
incentive to work’

Include here if main mention is that benefit discourages people from working, that wages are so low
that benefit is a “disincentive”, that minimum wage is tcmclose to benefit level, etc.

In she% my comparison of the benefit level to wages, that benefit level in reIation to wages doesn’t
pay people to work etc.

Add cods 5: ‘Botfr unemployment benefit causes IsardsMp to so- while others do well out of it’

Here the point is sligbfly different - that some categories of people gsin (unjustly) from getting
benefit (unjustly) whilst others suffer.

So here include distinctions made bemveen “genuine” claimants and “scroungers”, peopie with
families versus young people, differences between North snd South, etc.

Add code 6 ‘About rightiii between’

AI] mentions that level of benefit is about right, is enough with careful management, etc.

Code 7: Check whedrer any can be receded &s 1-6.



NB Sometimes there is some difflcuky in deciding between codes 4 and 5- partly because both reasons
are given. Need to decide ‘,~n reason” - either most elaborated and detailed reason or first
mentioned if both mentions are short. The important tking to remember is that code 4 relates the
answer to level of wages while code 5 is about dividing claimsnts into two groups. If in any doubt,
please TAB.

ECONOMIC ACTMTY

Ecor@W and EconAct (GB and NI)

Code Jl: Check whether any can be recoded as 1.10.

EmplyFW1, Emp1yFW2 (GB and M)

Check NotePad for answers of “fess than ons month” and recode as 1 month.

WageNow (GB and M)

Code 7: Check whether any can be receded as 14.

PayGap (GB and NI)

Add code 7: ‘Other answer+,

Since there was no ‘otiez’ category on this question, these would have to be orher answers on the Notepad

WageXpct (GB and M)

Check NotePad for answers of ‘expect wages to,foU’

NmnEmp (GB and ~

Code 7; Check whether any can be receded as 1.3.

whyGOFw (GB and N)

Add code II: ‘Return to education’

Code 97: Check whether any cambe recoded as 1-11.

EFdJbFWl, EFJbEW2 UFi-1, UFiidFW2 (GB and NII

Check NotePad for answers of ‘fess than one month’ and recode ss 1 month.

NwUrIFW2 (GB and NI)

check Notepad for answers of ‘less thun one month’ and recode w 1 month.

CurUrrFWl, CrrrUnFW2 (GB and M)

Check NotePad for answers of ‘less thmr one month’ and rec~e u I IIMIIti.

BuslFut (GB and M)

Code 7: Check whether any can be recoded 1 to 3.



NwEmpLiv (GB and NT)

Check for possible ‘other answers’ on the NotePad and recode if possible

WkWork (GB and NI)

Code 97: Check whether any can be recoded 1 to 8.

WkPrefJob (GB and NT)

Co& 7: Check whethersny can be recoded 1 or 2..

UJobCbnc (GB and NI)

check NotcParf for other answers and recode if possible,

PrPenGet (GB and NI)

Check NotePad for other answers and rewxle if possible.

SCRATCHCARDS

Keep existing code numbers as they are except code 08 (’Other answer’) which is to be recoded as 97,

Add codes:

09 (No more than S1O,OOO)
10 (No more tfrsnf50,0CSl)
11 (No more thanf2,000,000)
12 (Other limit mentioned)
13 (Shouldn’t be a lottery)
14 (Prizes should be shsred more equally/more smaller prizes/more winners)
15 (Not int.restdwouldn’t take part)

HOME OFFICE

ScOpport (GB)

Code 7: Check whether any can be recoded 1-4

Nationaf (GB - see also Ckassiiicaiion)

Code 8: Check whether any can be receded 1

BNation (GB - see also Classification)

Code 8: Check whether any can tx receded 1

RaceOri2 (GB - see also Classification)

7 or 9.

7 or 9.

-$

Code 3; Check wbetber sny can be receded 1-2.

Code 8: Check whether any can be recoded 4-7.



Code 9: Include “British”, %ish”, “English, “Welsh”, “Scottish or any combination of these.

Code 10: Check whether any cnn be recoded 9,
Note hat “British”, %ish”, ‘,E@ish”, “Welsh” or “Scotdsh should be recoded 9.

Code 11: Check whether any can be recoded 1 to 10.
Re.cde “mixed Ash-I” (e.g. “Turkish/Kurdish”) as ‘Other Asian’ (code 8).
Recode “mixed European white” (e.g. BritisMtahan”) as ‘WMte of any European origin (cede 9)

Code 12; Check whether any cm be receded 1.11.

POLITICAL TRUST

GuvtWor~ Lords, LordShow (GB and NI)

Check NotePad for ‘other’ answers and recode if pussible,

Coalitin (GB and ~

Check NotePad for ‘other’ answers and recode if possible,

Votiyst (GB aud NJ)

Check NotePad for ‘other’ answers and recude if possible,

ScotParl (GB and Nl)

Code 97: Check whether any can be receded 14,

Wel.shPar (GB)

Code 97: Check wherlrer any can be receded 1-1,

Nkhud(GB~~

A&i code 3: ‘Nortbenr Irefand should bean independent state’

Add CO& 4: ‘Northern Irelaud shoukd be split up into two’

Add code 5: ‘Itshould be up to the IridI to decide’

Co& 7: Check whether nny can be recnded 1 to 5.

DecFrrtNl (GB and NII

Add code 4: ‘Britain, Nor’them Ireland aud the Irish Republic - alf three together’

Code 7: Chezk whether any can be recoded 1 to 4.

TreqOut (GB aud NT)

I

A& code 08: ‘Truops should be withdrawn iu the long-te~ but not immediately’
1

A&i code 09 ‘It should he up to the Irish to decide’

Code 07: Check whether any can be recoded 01 to 06 or 08 or 09,



MPQuais

Add codes and check whether ‘other’ answers can be recoded to these:

08

09

10

11

12

13

To be honesthmstworthylopenihave intcgri~ltell the troth

To be caring/comrrassionateihave a social corraciencdrave a desire to help
6<

otherslbe concerned for othersfhave people’s weIi-being at heart (no mention of constituents in
particular)

To be loyal to their constituerrtsho people who eIected them; to be in tune witi
their feelingsAiscen to them (exclude more general mentions of keeping in touch, being aware of
what people think - i.e. must be mention of their local area)

To k urn+zhtlmoral

To be courazeousltoughlstrong

To be vreDared to listerr/tokeev in touchlbe aware of what is going on (no
mentions of constituents, or of carinwbeirw concerned for others which are covered bv the,.
additional codes above)

NORTHERN IRELAND
(On NISA these questions are part of the Community Relations mndule)

SrRIPrej (GB and NI)

Code 7: Check whether any can be recoded as 1 to 3.

RIRefAgo (GB and NI)

Code 7: Check whether any can be recoded as 1 to 3.

RfRelFrrt (GB and NI)

Code 7: Check whether any can be recoded m 1 to 3.

ReJgAlwy (GB and fW)

Code 7: Check whether any can be recoded as 1 to 2.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS MODULE
(NISA onfy - see ids. heading ‘Northern Ireland’ above)

Throughout this module check NotePad for ‘other answers’ and recode if possibla Final hat with
serial nrrrnhers.

Wflichl, Whichz, which3 (used to compute NLPtyml)

Code 13: Check whether any can be recoded 1-12 or 15.

Code 14: Check whether any can be recnded 1-13 or 15.

Please make sure that any recndes are carried over to IWPtylD1.



Wbich4 (used to compute NIPtyI03)

Code 10: Check whether any can be recoded 1.9 or 12.

Code lJ: Check whetker any can be receded 1.10 or 12.

Please make awe that any recodes are rar-ried over to NfPtyfD3.

NfNatID

Add code S: ‘British frish’

Code 7 Check whether any can be recoded 1-5,

COUNTRYHDE AND TRANSPORT

CthtNewl, CthtNew2 (GB and M)

Code 96: Check whether any can be recoded 1 to 9 or 97.

EnvirPty (GB)

Code 97: Check whether any can be recoded 1 to 3,6 or 96

PURLIC UNDERSTANDING OF SCIENCE

Afevef (GB)

Check NotePad carefully for my comments on this question. We are particular] y interested in comments from
Scottish responden~ as we expect the question to have caused problems in Scotland.

Code 97: Check whether any can he receded as 1-13.

WhatSci (GB)

NOTE
. It is panicukady important on this question to check the NotePad for continuation answers
● See also example sheets attached.
● TAB my problem.
Additional clarification was supplied after the start of tie ccdng prcwess, as indicated below.

Priority code as folIows

Code 1 ‘Theory corrstrrrctionand testing’

Respnnse states that studying something scientifically means that it is smdied in the context
of a theo~ about the probletiphenomenon being exsmimd, nndlor that it is am attempt to
d@rove a hypothesis about the nature of the phenomenotiproblem being studied.

The words ‘Ureory” ador “hypothesis” would almost certainly need to appew in the
respmrae to justify inclusion in this code.
Added cfnti$cazion: Mention of ‘theory’ or ‘hypothesis’



Code 2 ‘To undertake experimenWtests’

Responses not falling into code 1 which refer to the process of the study being to carry out
experiments or tests in a shictl y conuolled way (this may be implied rather than explicitly
stated). Words used, in addition to “experiment” or ‘lest”, could be “using strict controls”,
“control goups”.

Atied clarification: Mention of ‘experiment’ or ‘test’ or ‘survey’

Code 3 ‘Open-minded, rational in-depth exploration of phenomendproblem to be
examined’

Responses that do not fall into codes 1 or 2 but which talk about evaluating the problem in
an unbiawllopen minded way, taking into account all possible information, studying iton
a rigorous (logical) basis.

A&ed clarification: Other mentions of ‘unbiased’, ‘open-minded’, ‘logical>,
‘systematic’, ‘ObJ”ective’, ‘methodical’, ‘reasoned’, ‘analytical 1, $ton.$ub].ech’ye’,
‘dispassionate’ or ‘principled’ study but without mention of experiment or test. Also
include mentions of ‘panel of experts’, Just saying ‘going into a lot of detail’ is not
xuficienr to qualify for code 3. A, good example of a code 3 would be this one from
1988:

To get a grasp of the problem, to srudy it logically etc. - apply the knowledge
required to reach a solurion.

Code 4 ‘To measure or classify but no mention of any rigour in process’

Codes 1-3 do not apply to response. Response may describe study in terms of concrete
actions used by scientists (e.g. use a microscope or telescope) or it may talk about
measuring or classifying but without mentioning tbe need to use an unbiased rational

approach. For example, lhey look into it one bit at a time to understand it in depth”,

Added clarification: Menrions of instruments: ‘microscopes’, ‘telescopes’ etc and talk of
‘measuring’ and ‘classi~ing’, buz without mention of unbiased way, Also mention of
e.g. ‘chemical reactions’. Also, references to ‘laboratories’ which do not qualify for a
higher code bu[ show some understanding of what is done there e.g.

To find about the workings of it in a laboratory or somewhere

(Just saying ‘Working in a lab’ should be coded 5.)

Code 5 Other -em

(except those falhng into codes 8 or 9 below). This includes all answers that make general
comments fike “look into it in depth”.

AaUed clarification: Other answers excepr those that amount 10 DK. The rationale is
that code 4 should be specific mentions of mea.wrbtg/classifying things, rather than

just looking at them whereas code 5 is ve~ general comments. Just saying ‘looking
(unspecified) at something for a long time’ is not sujjicient to qualify for code 4. Also,
in code 5 include mentions of ‘discovering’, <‘inventing’, ‘finding something new’, ‘new
technology’ if there is nothing else in the answer ZOjusrijj codes 1-4, e.g.

New inventio~ new procedure, new product



Code 8 ‘Don’t Know/Gu&e~tc>

Code 9 ‘Not answered’

This question was also coded to a separate coding scheme by colleagues at the London School of Economics
nnd the National Museum of Science and Industry - see separate code frame at the end of thk appendix.

EDUCATION

PrimImpl, PriIrdmp2 (GB)

Code 9: Check whether any can be recoded 1 to 8.

S.dtrpl, SecImp2 (GB)

Code 10: Check wbetber any can be receded 1 to 9.

LOCAL AUTHOIUTY SPENDJNG AND TAXATION

HIrrcDfl (GB)

Code 7: Check whether any can be recoded 1 to 4.

WELFARE

MstUnemp, MatRefir, MstCbild (GB)

Add code 5: ‘It depends’

Code 7: Check whether any can be recoded 1 to 5,8 or 9,
Recode ‘More than one anawer applies’ to Don’t Know.

CLASSIFICATION

Rc4RFW, ReIFFW (GB and Nf)

Code 11: ‘Other Protestant’

Check whether any can be recoded 1 to 10,

‘Other Proteatmrt’ should include membas of any church tiat separated from tie Catholic Church
in the sixteenth century, or any church, chapel or group that sepzated from a church that itself
separated from the Catholic Church in the 16tA century. In practice, this mearrs any Western
Christianchurch tlrat is not Catholic.

Also included would be people who say “Protestant”, but do not name any specific church or
denomination.

So included under other Protestant would be any of the following

Apostolic Church
Church of Christ



Church of God ‘Interdenominational’
Church of Nazarene Jehovah’s Wkness
Church of Sweden Lutheran
Christadelphimrs Moravian
Christian Scientist Mormon (latter Day Saints)
Congregational New Jerusalem Church
Covenanted New Testament Church
Eli ‘Non-conformist’
English Church Mission Pentecostal
Evangelical; Evangelical Salvation Army

Cbfistian Seventh Day Adventist
German Evangelist Society of Friends/Quakers
House Church Movement Unitarian
Independent ChapeI

Cedes like “Independent Methodist” and “Wesleyan Reform” are to be coded under “Methodist”
(cede 06); varieties of Presbyterian to be ended under “presbyterian” (codes 07, 08), Church in
WaJes which is part of the Anglican Communion under “Church of England” (code 04); etc.
NOTE THAT ‘CHURCH OF JRELAND’ CAN BE RECODED 04

Code 12: ‘Other Christian’

Check whether any can b-ereceded 1 to 11

‘Other Chtiatian’ should include any of the ORTHODOX churches - that is churches which
developed separately from the Catholic Church, or split from it before the 16tb centmy, and are
either the Eaatern or Greek branches of Christianity.

It would also include people who say “Christian, but no denomination”.

So included under this category would be

‘Christian orthodox’
Greek Onhcdox
Russian orthodox
Serbian Orthodox

Code 18; ‘Other non-ChrMian’

Check wheflmr any can be recoded 13 to 17 (or, indeed, 1 to 12).

‘Other nOn-CMatian ‘ can include other clearly non-Christian religions. Examples might be

Baba’i
Believer in Gcd, but not Christian
Church of God of Prophecy
Hare Krishna
Humanist
Satanist
spirit worship

Spiritualist
WIcca. or white witchcraft

ChAttend (GB and NI)

Check the NotePad for other answers, particularly “Re@setiunwilling to say” which should be rezcded aa
Refused.



&IceOd2 (GB and NI - see also Home Office section)

Code 3: Check whether any can be receded 1-2

Code 8: Check whether any can b+ recoded 4-7,

Code 9: Include “British, “Irish”, “English ,“ “Welsh”, “Scottish” or any combination of these.

Code 10: Check whether any can be recoded 9.
Note that “British’, “JIM”, “English, “Welsh” or “Scottish” should be recoded 9.

Code 11: Check whether any can be receded 1 to 10. I

Recode “mixed Asian” (e.g. “Turkish/Kurdistr”) ~ ‘Other MISI-I’(code 8).
Recode “mixed European white” (e.g. BritisMtaiian”) as ‘White of any European origin’ (code 9).

Code 12: Check whether any can be recoded 1-11

TEA2 (GB and NI)

Code 97: Check whether any can be recmied.
Note that if they finished school and had a gap of more than one year before continuing in

I

education, age when they first left should be coded. If on the other hand they had a gap of less than
one year, tie Rnal leaving age should be ended.

PScfrFW (GB and NI)

Code 97: Check whether any can be recoded 1 to 16 at SchQF3V or 5 to 20 at PSchQFW.
Note that postgraduate qualifications (e.g. MA, MSC, PbD should be code 20).

PastVot (GB)

Code 7: Check whether any can be recoded 1.6 or 8-10

Code 9: Include anyone saying ‘Too young to vote/ineligible’.

ikO~ and l?konAct (GB rmdNI)

Code 11: Check whether any can be recoded u 1.10

BenftNFW (GB and N?)

Code 16: Check whether any a be receded as 1 to 15.

MainInc (GB)

Codes 2 and 3; Include spouse/patnefs pension.

Code 8: Check whether nny can be receded 1 to 7 or 9 to 11
Note that
* ‘Mtintenace’ should be ceded 12.

* Child Benefit counts as ‘other state befit’.

Co& 12; Check whether any can be recoded as 1 to 11
Code 12 includes ‘maintenance’.



IhiNatll), WiNatst (N)

Check NotePad for ‘other’ answers and recode if possible

SELF-COMPLETION

Version A Q2.47a-2.48d
Version B Q2.33a-2.34d
Version C Q2.24a-2.25d

Code 3: Check whether any can be recoded 1.2.
For those that cannot be recoded, final list with serial numbers.
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1. Introduction and justification

The coding frame was developed in a secondary analysis of a 12 nation survey of

Eurobarometer no 31 in 1989 (Bauer et.al. ~ 1992a). The codng frame is used to code the

answers to the open question, that is used in science and technology surveys since 1957

(Withey, 1959) as shown in table 1.

Table 1: translations of the open question
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Original form: conceptual version

GB and Ireland: Please tell me, in your own words, what does it mean to ‘study
something scientifically’ ?

. .
Lux: Kennt Dir mat Eren eegene Wlerder soen wat ‘eppes wessenschaftlech
studeiren’ heescht ?

Port Poole dizer-me por palavras suas o que significa ‘estudar qualquer coisa
cientificamente’ ?

E: Digame por favor, con sus propias palabras que significa ‘estudiar algo
cientificamente’ ?

G: Bitte sagen Sie mir in Lhren eigenen Worten, was es heisst, ‘etWas
wissenschaftlich zu untersuchen’ ?

Personalized form: experiential version

F: Pouvez-vous me dire clans vos propres terms ce que cela signifie pour vous
‘d’etudier quelque chose scientifiquement’ ?

I: Puo dirmi con le sue parole cio che significa per IA ‘studiare qualcosa
scientificamente’ ?

Greece: Could you please tell me in your own words, what does it mean if you
study something scientifically ? (translated)

NL Kunt u mij in uw eigen woorden vertellen wat voor u de betekenis is van ‘iets
wetenschappelij k bestuderen’ ?

3



Table 1 shows the translations that have been used in the Europem context. Our analysis has

shown that at translations diverted from the original English version. When using the open

question in a multi-lingual survey it is necessary to use adequate translation of the form that

are grouped as ‘conceptual versions’.

The purpose of the descriptive coding frame is to reduce the complexity of possible answers

to this question in an open way, without privileging a particular view of science as baseline.

The ccdng frame was developed to replace the prescriptive codng frame that was used since

1957 (VAthey, 1959). The total frame combines 25 categories on 5 dimensions to code the

content of the responses as shown in table 2. The prescriptive frame is resticted to one

dimension. The 25 categories me on five dimensions process, institution, effect, example

and level of differentiation, ‘do not know’, and ‘no answers’. A single response may be

coded on several dimensions. me number of dimensions coded is measured by the variable

‘level of differentiation’.

Table 2: Tbe descriptive frame and its dmensions
..— ——_— -— ____________

dimensions number of values level of measurement
--_——_____________________________ _________

Process 3 ordinal
Institution 3 nominal
Effect 6 nominal
Example 6 nominal

Differentiation 5 ordinal

do not kmow 1
no response 1
——____ ——--—__. —___ -— --------

Total 25 (multiple coding possible)
-——-—----------------------- --_--——-—-—_—_.

Any coding frame aims at reducing the complexity of a text by representing it in a certain

manner. Complexity can be reduced in many different ways. Any particular way is therefore

contingent and needs justification. We take it that a good codng frame is at the same time

th”&retically rooted as well as grounded in the material that it tries to represent. We call the

preservation of theoretical preconceptions the top-down process, and the accommodation of

4



the coding frame to the concrete material the bottom-up process

Top-down considerations

Firstly, we stipulate three dimensions of the public understandings of science and technology

(Durant et al., 1989; Bauer and Durant, 1991; Durant et al.; 1992): a) We find an

understanding by scientific method (process), according to which science is basically a matter

of a particular way of going about. The focus on method is the normative approach, which

is often presented in science teaching, in textbooks, and philosophical discussions. It

represents the ideal self-conception of scientists. b) We find an understanding by social

institution (institution), according to which science is an organisation that gives people a

living and social status. The focus on institutions is the sociological, stressing the fact that

science is an organisation among others. c) We find an understanding by consequences and

effects of science and technology (effect). Eff&s are separated into positive and negative

ones. Negative effects are the reasons for people to worry about science and technology.

Positive effects justify science and t=hnology pragmatically. The focus on effat is value

oriented, e.g. in a utilitarian cost-benefit approach or the modem approach of impact

analysis. It defines science in terms of costs and benefits. We expect all three notions to

appear in public responses. In addition, we code the kind of examples ptmple give to

illustrate their answer (understanding by example).

Secondly, social science theories commonly distinguish at least three levels of

analysis: the interactional-indlvidurd, the institutional, and the societal level (Luhmann,

1984). The interfactional level describes the roles and expectations that people have in their

lives. The organisational level describes collective bodies and the kinds of technical expertise

they create. The societal level describes generaked norms and culture. Culture mayor may

not be identical with a political border of the country.

Combining these two distinctions yields a grid of nine categories as described in table

3. The first distinctions defines the variables process, institution, effect. The second

distinction defines the values that each variable can take interfactional and role related (1),

institutional (2), general norm of society (3). The coding frame is recursive in so far as the

threefold distinction of interfactional, institutional and societal level is differentiated for each

category. We assume that the macro distinctions apply also for the micro distinctions.
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Bottom-up considerations

- The American coding frame, used so far, produces many ‘other answers’, and 8 ‘do not

know’. As closer inspections have shown, these answers are very varied, and often rather

sophisticated. Up to 35% of answers fall into that category. This information is lost. A new

coding frame should be able to unfold that variety. It is interesting what kind of examples

people invoke to explain what they mean. We will classify the examples used.

- Ceders examined answers in nine European languages to familiarize with the range of

responses before the coding frame was developed. Coders were unanimously dissatisfied with

the one-dimensional edng frame that was used so far.

Context of development

We have developed the descriptive coding frame as an alternative to the prescriptive frame

that has been used to analyze the open question up to the present (Miller, 1983 and 1991;

Durant et al., 1989). We have analyze the verbatim responses of the Eurobarometer survey

no 31 from 1989, and American responses from 1988 and 1990 to the open question, with

both the prescriptive and descriptive crxhg frame, in order to compare feasibility and

reliability (Bauer et al., 1992; Bauer and Schoon, 1993). The prescriptive codkg and the

comparison of the resuks is shown in the appendix. Most of the ‘noise’ in the prescriptive

coding ears be analyzed with the descriptive frame as shown in figure 1.

Trying to identify distinct representations of science survey research is confronted with the

problem of how to use open-ended and closed questions. Closed questions activate processes

of passive recognition of reformulated aiter@ives. The reformulated choice renders it fast

and easy to handle for computer analysis. Open questions invite active production of salient

respon=. For the an~ysis they require additiond effort before they are computable they

need eoding in relation to the responses, which is time consuming, and therefore more costly.

A good coding frame needs to be clear, applicable, and reliable to produce useful results.

Survey research tends to avoid open questions, because they are laborious, supposedly

measure verbal competence rather than attitudes, and the analysis is ridden with

complications (Converse & Presser, 1988, 34). We take the position a) that PUST surveys

should make use of open and closed questions, and b) that a careful analysis of open

questions balances their drawbacks with richness of content. Open questions are

6



recoin mended (a) to explore a new i~~ue, (b) to measure sensitive issues, and (c), more

recently again, to measure soci~ attitudes (@er, 1988), and d) to measure change in social

preferences if the question m be regulalY repeated and tested in various versions (Schuman

and Scott, 1987). They offer the adv~tage to explore different frames of reference in various

contexts. Instead of obtaining respons~ to reformulated answers, open questions explore the

way a particular topic is represent~ in peopl~s active use of language. The problem is how

to reduce the complexity of responses in a way that is both theoreti~ly interesting and

adequate for the responses obtained. since we know little about cross-cultural differences in

PUST it is recommended to use open questions to explore such variation.

We argue that the prescriptive coding frame for the open-ended question is inadequate for

several reasons: first, it arbkrarily takes a Popperian view of science with falsification and

experimental method as normative baseline: .Smondly, it regards Up to 25% of valid

responses as noise, and thirdly the cochg is relatively unreliable. Inter@er reliability among

two coders measured with Kappa is 0.44 (Bauer et al., 1992).

Because of its Popperian norm the prescriptive scale does not mmure ~ple’s understanding

of science, but rather the diffusion of a particuku notion of science among the general

public’. The scale stipulates a norm as the baseline to rate Pe@e’s responses. As our

intention is not primarily to know to what extent the public is Popperian, we take an

akemative approach. Furthermore tie ffequency of ‘other answers’ indicates a limitation of

the coding fiarne 25% of the responses being mere noise seems to be a waste of potentially

interesting &ta.

A more adequate coding frame would incorporate most of tb~ responses. If we wartted to

know what people think of science rather than to qualify the majority as ‘illiterate’ a more

sensitive approach is required. Our alternative ding tie is tiareti~ly informed and it

is also grounded in the data. In order to distinguish more or less differentiated answers we

apply multiple coding 2.

7





Secondly, it is desirable to extend the dam basis beyond the European countries and the USA

by implementing the open-ended question and the descriptive coding frame in various survey

contexts. The EEC have under the most unfortunate circumstances missed to include the open

question in the survey of October 1992, while the NSF in Washington continues to field the

open question. Thirdly, it is n~sary to replicate and to validate the grouping of national

public understanding of science that we found in the present study. Such replications should

include survey experiments with various formulations and locations of the question within

the questionnaire to test the sensitivity of results and to explore the frames of referents that

are elicited by the question in different contexts (Schuman and Scott, 1987). Fourthly, we

will have to interpret and explain these differences in relation to socio-demographic variables.

On the collective level such variables may include the GDP, R&D investment, educational

indicators; on the individual level these are th~ PUS knowledge quiz and socio-demographic

data like age, social class, sex, political participation and orientation, and level of education.

9



2. The Science Museum Coding FMme and Coding Conventions

multiple coding on four dimensions

process

1- in depth analysis, discovery, attitudinal

2 - measurement, mathematics, experiment

3 - hypothesis and theory testing

7- not mentioned

8 - do not know

9 - missing

institution

1 - general role and image

2 - naming and organisation or an individual

3 - common societal and normed enterprise

7 - not mentioned

8 - do not know

9 - missing

process

instit

. .
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effect, outcome

1 - positive personal growth

2- negative personal outcomes

3 - ldlzed positive outcomes

4 - localized negative outcomes

5- Progress of human kind

6- threat or damage to human kind

7- not mentioned

8 - do not know

9 - missing

example

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

- medieal

- other life sciences

- physical sciences

- technology

- social sciences

- others

- not mentioned

- do not know

- missing

effect

.

. ..*

exam
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level of differentiation

o no answer at all or does not know

1 one-dimensional answer

2 two-dimensional answer

3 threedimensional answer

4 four-dimensional answer

level of differentiation’ is a combination of the four previous dimensions. It is defined by

the sum of the dichotomized variables. Before the variables are added, each v.miable is

reeoded into O or 1: 1 = the category is coded; O = the category is not coded. Missing

variables are included as O.

12



system

coding conventions:

Each response is characterized with a string of 4 numbers for each category and a fifth

number calculating the number of dings that applied.

77770 other category

any answer which cannot be fitted into the category

O = level of differentiation

88880 ‘do not know’

multiple coding: a code has 4 digits, each digit corresponding to one of the four

categories.
●

99990 ‘missing valoe’

no answer given to that question

19392

1:

9:

3:

9:

2:

in-depth analysis

institutional dimension does not apply

a spxific positive outcome is mentioned

no example is given

level of rhfferentation

- in case several categories apply from one code three rules are used:

a) the most elaborated point is coded

b) the first mentioned is coded

c) the highest code possible in case of ‘process’

13



3. The detailed SM Coding Frame

3.1 Understanding by Method or Process

under this category we integrate the US coding system, as an ordinal scale of ‘degree of

positivism’.

rule: the highest possible coding is applied

1 in-depth analysis, dwovery, attitude

any statement which refers the intellectual attitude of doing indeptb inquires,

investigations; referring to going beyond everyday life investigations; classifyhg; the

broad notion of ‘science methodology’; transcendkrg the surface of everyday life (US

code = 3 or sometimes 5)

Examples:

- to study in depth

- to read

- to deepen the probIem

- to do scientific investigation .

2 measurement, mathematics, experiments

*

inductive reasoning: any reference to the collection and mathematical treatment of

data, or doing an experiment without the explicit notion of theory testing; the

‘Methed of Scienee’ (empirical, observation, experiment); idea of testing -1-a notion

of how to do it (UScode = 2 and 4);

- to experiment

14



3

7

8

9

- to test

- to demonstrate

- research, experiment and raise funds to promote the product

- to use scientific methods

hypothesis and theory testing

deductive reasoning: any reference to strict Popperian notions of falsification of

hypothesis and theory by controlled experimental methods, (UScode= 1)

Examples:

- a theoretical study, compilation of documents, practical investigations, experiments

using hxhniques-synthesis

- to formulate hypotheses based on a theory and verify them through experimentation

not mentioned

the coder judges, that the answer given does not refer to none of the process

categories at all, but to other categories

‘do not know’ answers

the response is explicitly ‘I do not know’

user misskg

this is different from the system missing value (sysmis), where no trace of a response

is given at all, the coder has no answer to code at all.

15



3.2 Understanding by ktitution Or Organisation

rule: code the points which is most elaborated, if more than one code applies

1 General role and image of the scientist

Making a distinction scientist-lay persons:

Any statement referring to what scientists do in a

explicating the image of scientists; What they do and

the lay people

Examples:

- ‘it is what scientists do’ (tautology);

- scientists have to be very intelligen~

- they ae clever

- they have a way of their own

- not everybody can do that

- scientists do it

- the privileged do it (bet boege herren: NL)

- ‘somebody with a high IQ’ (GB)

- ‘Profession or hobby’ (E)

- ‘to work well and diligent’ @)

general sen~ any attributes

who they are in distinction to

- ‘they bubble a lot and do not understand anything’ (F)

2 mming a particular organisation or individual

Making a distinction about the distinction scientist- lay persons: naming or identifying

an organisation or an institution which does or relates to scien~, talking about

expertise and experts; naming people present or historical as examples of that

enterprise

Examples:

- That is what they do in the labs

16



- it is on the level of microscope, lab culture . . .

- to do something at the university level

- studies founded by the CNR.S and universities

- in my livelihood fishing, the sea fishery board is doing it

- farmers associations do it

- ‘to get a job with ICI’ (Eire),

- ‘what is taught at universities’

- ‘The National Geographic guys’ (US)

- ‘what they do a the power station’ (NIreland), or ‘imagine an uncle in a lab’ (E)

3 common, societal and normed enterprise

any statement which refers to a cdmmon undertahng, where marry people are

involved and cooperat~ any mentioning of norms which guide the production of

consensus and its legitimization

. . with the agreement of other powers and organisms. Not to be limited to only one

country.

- to gather around a table and decide the outcome

- to gather the opinions of other scientists and discuss them

- you base yourself on the passed consensus

- ‘to communicate the results very clearly’ (FL)

- ‘several scientists investigate something together’ (G)

- ‘It is fascinating, because we create something that does not exist’ (F)

- ‘needs lots of money and collaboration’ (P).

7 not mentioned

The institutional dimension does not apply to the answer

8 do not know

9 missing
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3.3 Understanding by Effect, Consequences and Outcome

rule: code the points which is most elaborated, if more than one code applies

1 positive personal outcomes

any reference to personal gains from doing science

Examples:

- education, cultivation

- I learn about life

- to know more

. . . when I have found the solution

2 negative per50na1 outcomes

any reference to personal risks and losses involved in doing science

Examples:

- becoming an odd person,

- losing track with re.aMy,

- ‘they think they know everything, but they make mistakes’

- I do research, and nobody is interested

3 locaiiiing positive outcomes

any statement referring to positive outcomes in a particular area, progress specified

technology of a particular area of inquir~ specific progress, progress with small letter

Examples:..

- improve medicine,

- to develop new technology,

18



- fighting aids, find a cure for aids and cancer,

- increase the competitive power of the company or the nation

- to send rockets

- finding a solution to a problem

- a project coming to a conclusion

4 localizing negative outcomes (progress)

any statement referring to negative outcomes in a particular arw, risks deriving from

a particular area of development

Examples:

- a virus escaping from a lab

- plenty of taxpayer’s money . . fellows and soft cushy jobs’

- waste of time

- they have gone too far with

5 Progress of human khd

robots

any statement referring to positive outcomes from science to human kind in generaf;

Progress of human kind and society, Progress with capital letteq

Examples:

- help the development of human kind;

- to improve knowledge;

- to develop society to the betteq

- to make a step forward

- it is of great importance

- a step into the future

- Progress

- to foresee the future
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6 Damage or threat to human kind

any statement referring to negative outcomes from science to human kind in general;

risks arising to human kind as a whole

Examples:

- nuclear power is bad

- technologies that are a nuisance

- the thing which we cannot trust and understand

- they don’t try to explain it to us

- we do not know any more, where we are going now

7 not mentioned

The outcome dimension does not apply to the answer

8 do not know

9 missing
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3.4 Understanding by Example

Many answers give examples of scientific fields or studies.

This catego~ codes just the type of example given in one of the following fields.

This is just an interesting additional information.

Rule: code only one example per answe~ code the one first mentioned in case several

examples are given

1

2

3

4

s

6

medical and pharmaceutical

e.g. medicine, cancer, aids cure,

other life sciences

e.g. biology, zoology, ecology

physical sciences

e.g. physics, astronomy, chemistry, geology,

technology

e.g. rockets, automobiles, satellites, computers

social sciences

e.g. demography,

others

psychology, sociology, crime studies

Any example which does not fit into the above categories

21



e.g. technical devices used: telescope, microscope, pipette

mathematics, geometry, statistics

7 not mentioned

No example is given in the answer

8 do not know

9 not mentioned
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4. ReIiabiMy of the coding frame

Reliability. is a quality criterion of a measurement instrument. An acceptable reliability

demonstrates that the measure is consistent when obtained repeatedly, in different contexts

and by different coders. Only a reliable measure is a useful measure. In the present study the

reliability was me-awmxl without intensive ceder training. Coding frames for surveys must

be simple and immediately applicable by mders. A subsample of data (n =378) was recoded

by another coder a month after the first coding. The inter-rater reliability was measured]

with kappa (Cohen, 1960). Krippendorff ( 1980, 147) defines an acceptable level of reliability

for cultural indicators p =0.80. Reliability of greater than 0.60 is only acceptable for tentative

conclusions, when the implications are not very costly. The reliability of the descriptive

coding frame is compared with the one-dimensional prescriptive frame that has been used so

far in table 1.

Table 1: The reliability of the coding frames compared
-----------------------------------------------------------
variable kappa
------------------- --------------------- —---------------- --
US coding .44 prescriptive coding frame

Process .62 descriptive Coding Frame
Institution .55
Effect .40
Example .68
Differentiation .42 1,

------------------------ ------------------------ ------------

The variables Process, Institution and Example are more reliable than the simple US

coding. The variables Effect and Complicatedness are as reliable as the US coding

frame. All codings are well beyond random judgments. The differences in

reliability have to be taken into account for the interpretation of the results. Results

of the variable process, institution and example are more important than results

from effect or complexity. Because the frame is complex, coder training is

necessary to ensure reliability.

1 The software package SPSS was used for the calculation of
the index
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5. ~periences with Science Museum Coding Fnme

Applieatiom of thecoding frame So far:

-Eurobarometer no31,0ctober 1989: ~dysis April 1992 (Baueret al., 1992a ~db)

Comments by coders:

- richer coding, many answers which would fall into ‘5’ can be differentiated

- it is a problem that their is no priority nde among the categories

- a problem with neutral description of effeets and outcomes

hvo possibilities:

a) neutral / or pro-con answers are eo ipso affirmative answers who does not decide,

opt for the present status, i.e. science as it is, therefore (+)coding

J

b) pro/ on answers are coded negative, because the taken for granted is positive.

A e the fact that a negative outcome is conceived, makes it a critical answer, i.e.

empirically deviant from the common sense

nrlel: pro/eon or neutral answers are coded negative, unless there is a good

reason for not doing so

-1777 is the most frequent category

- problem of differentiating the scientific attitude (processl) and the personal characteristic

of the scientist (institution 1)

ruk$l: use proeessl without double coding for attitudinal answers, unless there

is particular reference to personfltty characteristics

ru1e3: do not over interpret the data

- the proeessl category ‘indepth, attitudinal’ covers two different categories: attitudinal or

modes of doing

- reference to applications in general are coded 0utcome3

- ‘personal growth’ as criteria for outcomel is tm narrow; take it as personal outcomes

without the implication of development
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Table 1: The Prescriptive Coding Frame
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

8.

9.

Priority code in order listed below (code 1 has highest priority).

Theory construction and testing 3.5%

Response states that studying something scientifically means that is studies in the
context of a theory about the problem/phenomenon being examined, and/or that it is
an attempt to disprove a hypothesis about the nature of the phenomenon/problem
being studied.

The words ‘theory’ and/or ‘hypothesis’ would almost certainly ned to appear in the
response to justify inclusion in this code.

To undertake experiments/tests ls.l~o

Responses not falling into code 1 abqve which refer to the process of the study being
to carry out experiments or tests in a strictly controlld way (this may be implied
rather than explicitly stated). Words usd, in addition to experiment or test, cxmddbe
‘using strict controls’, ‘control groups’.

Open, in-depth exploration of phenomerrdproblem to be examined 19.2

Responses to not fall into codes 1 or 2 but which talk about evaluating the problem
in an unbiasedopen minded way, taking into account all possible information,
studying it on a rigorous (logical basis).

To measure or classify/ no mention of any rigour in the process 9.3%

Codes 1-3 do not apply to response. Response may describe study in terms of
concrete actions used by scientists (e.g. use a microscope or telescope) or it may talk
about measuring or classifying but without mentioning the need to use an unbti
rational approach.

Other answers 24.6
(except those falling into codes 8 or 9 below)

Does not know/gnessed etc. 13.0

Not answered 17.2
Total number of interviews 100 N=14897
----------------------------------------------------------------

Percentages are based on 13 data sets including USA data for 1988 and 1990. The codkg
frame in that form has been used by Miller in various surveys since 1979 and by Durant et
al. in their 1988 survey on Britain.
---—————— -—-------- —--—-—-----—- —- ——-----—— ———
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Table 2: The Descriptive Coding Frame
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The coding frame applies multiple c~hgs on four dimensions

1.

2.

3.

4...

5.

Process, method
1 - in depth analysis, discovery
2- measurement, mathematics, experiment
3 - hypothesis and theory testing
Institution
1 - general role and image
2 - naming and organisation or an individual
3 - common societal and rule based enterprise
Effeets, consequences, outcomes
1 - positive personal development
2 - negative personal outcomes
3 - localized positive outcomes
4 - localized negative outcomes
5 - Progress of human kind
6 - threat or damage to human kind
Examples
1 - medical
2- other life sciences
3 - physical sciences
4 - technology
5- social sciences
6 - others
Differentiation
1 onedimensional answer
2 Nvodlmensional answer
3 three-dimensional answer
4 four-dimensional answer
Other
do not know
no answers

Total number of interviews
-——--—— _______________ --------

58.3%
61.5
32.4
6.1

,13.2%
37.1
45.7
17.2

11.0%
26.6
1.9

42.8
4.6

22.8
1.4

6.9%
38.6
13.5
15.0
17.4
4.1

11.4

49.7
15.1 67.8%
2.6
0.4
2.0

13.0 32.2%
17.2

N=14897

Differentiation is a combination of the four previous dimensions. It is defined by the
sum of the dichotomized variables. Before the variables are added, each dimension
is recoded into O or 1: 1 = the response can be coded; O = the cochg category is
not applicable. Missing vaiables are included as O.
The percentages are based on 12 European data sets and USA data from 1988 and
1990.

________________________________________________________________________________
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1. This has been confirmed by Jon Miller in a personal
Communication in London in April 1992.

2. For details on the development of the coding frame, the coding
procedure and various examples for the coding we refer the reader
to the coder handbook ‘Descriptive Coding Frame’ that is
available from the first author.
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APPENDIX F

BRITISH SOCIAL ATTITUDES

and

NORTHERN IRELAND SOCIAL ATTITUDES

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC 1992)



CODE

01
02

05

12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19

20

21
22

23

24
25
26
27
28

29

30
31

32

33

34
35
36

37

AGRICULTURE> HUNTING AND FORESTRY

Agriculture, Hunting and related service activities
Forestry, Logging and related service activities

FISHING

Fkhing, Operations of fish hatcheries and fish farms:
service activities incidental to fishing

MINING AND QUARRYING

Mining of coal and lignite; exmaction of peat
Extraction of crude pemoleum and natural gw,
service activities incidental to oil and gas extraction
exckrding surveying
Mining of Uranium and Thorium ores
Mining of metal ores
Other mining and quarrying

MANUFAC~RING

Manufacture of food products and beverages
Manufacture of tobacco products
Manufacture of textiles and textile products
Manufacture of weting apparel; dressing and
dying of fur
Tanning and dressing of ieathe~ manufacture of luggage,
handbags, saddlery harness and footwear
Manufacture of wood and of products of wocd and cork,
except furniture; manufacture of articles of straw and
plaiting material
Manufacture of pulp, paper and paper products
Publishing, printing and reproduction of recorded media
Manufacture of coke, refined petroleum produc~ and
nuclear fuel
Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products
Manufacture of robber and plastic products
Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products
Manufacture of basic metals
Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except
machine~ and equipment
Manufacture of machinery and equipment not elsewhere
classified
Manufacture of oftlce machiney and computers
Manufacture of electrical machinery and apparatus not
elsewhere classified
Manufacture of radio, television and communication
equipment and apparatus
Manufacture of medical, precision and optical instruments,
watches and clocks
Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers
Manufacture of other transport equipment
Manufacture of furniture; manufacturing not elsewhere
classified
Recycling



CODE

40
41

45

50

51

52

55

60
61
62
63

64

65

66

67

70
71

72
73
74

75

ELECTRICITY, GAS AND WATER SUppLY

Electricity, gas, steam and hot water suPPIY
Collection, pm-itication and disuibution of water

CONSTRUCTTON

Construction

WHOLESALE AND RETAtL TRADE; REPAIR OF
MOTOR VEHICLES, MOTORCYCLES AND
PERSONAL AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Sale, maintenance and repair of motor vehicles and
motorcycles; retail sale of automotive fuel
wholesale trade and commission tsade, except of motor
vehicles and motorcycles
Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles;
repair of personal and household goods

HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS

Hotels and restaurants

TRANSPORT, STORAGE AND COMMUNICATION

Land uanspom, transport via pipelines
Water transport
Air transport
Supporting and auxiliwy aanspon activities; activities of
travel agencies
Post and telecommunications

FINANCIAL INTERMEDIATION

Fkmcial intermediation, except insurance and pension
ftmdng
Insurance and pension funding, except compulsory
social secmity
Activities auxiliq to financial intmnediation

REAL ESTATE, RENTING AND BUSINESS
ACTIVITIES

Real estate, renting and business activities
Renting of machinery and equipment without operator
and of personal and household goods
Computer and related activities
Research and development
Other business activities

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND DEPENCE;
COMPULSORY SOCIAL SECURITY

Public administration and defence; compulsory social
security



CODE

80

85

90
91

92
93

95

99

EDUCATION

Education

HEALTH AND SOCIAL WORK

Health and Social work

OTHER COMMUNITY, SOCIAL AND PERSONAL
SERVICE ACTIVITIES

Sewage and refuse disposal, sanitation and similar activities
Activities of membership organisations not elsewhere
classified
Recreational, cultural and sporting activities
Other service activities

PRIVATE HOUSEHOLDS WITH EMPLOYED
PERSONS

Private households with employed persons

EXTRA-TERRITORIAL ORGANISATIONS AND
BODIES

Exua-temitorial organisations and bodies



APPENDIX G

BRITISH SOCIAL ATTITUDES

and

NORTHERN IRELAND SOCIAL ATTITUDES

Derived variables (Britain and Northern Ireland)



Preliminary Information
Standard Region

Household Grid

Party Pofiticaf Identification GB

Housing BSA and NISA

BES

Occupation (BSA and NISA)

Appendix G

Contents

Economic Activity (BSA and NISA)

Northern Ireland (BSA) /Commtsssity Relations (NISA only)
Party Political Identification NI

C1assiilcatiOn

Religion

Ethnic origin
Attendance at private schools

Terminal education age

Highest educational qualification

Self-Completion

Page
3

3

6

8

10

11- .

11

27

29
29

34
34

36

36

36
37

38

2
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PRELIMINARY INFORMATION

Derived variable: [StR@onl (BSA and NISA)
Standard Region -

Supplied with the sample file

Scotland

Northern

North West

Yorks and Hmnberside

West Midlands

East Midlands

East Angiia

SOutb West

South Esst (exe. Greater London)

Greater London
Wales

Northern Ireland

[StRegion]

01

02

03

04

05

06

07
08

09

10
11

12

Derived variable: ~egion] (TWAand NISA)
Standard Region (compressed)

Derived horn [StRegion] as follows:

Scotland
North, North West, Yorks & Hmnberside

Midkmda (Eaat and West)

Wsles

South (East, West and Eat Anglia)

Greater London
Northern Ireland

[StRegion]

01

02,03,04

05,06

11

07,08,09

10
12

[Region]

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

CPopDan] and ropBandl (quartiles) (WA ordy)

[PopDen] is tbe population density as supplied with the sample fle. [PopBsnd] is tbe population density

bsnded into quartiles,

MOIJ (BSA Oldy)
Mnltipie Output Jndicatnr

Supplied with sample file.

[@v@cclrp] (BSA Oldy)
Percentage owner-nccupier

Supplied with sample file,



[ACORNl (BSA Ollfy)

Derived from postcode.

mrbRur] (iWSA osrfy)

Derived from District Council to give:

~rbRur]

Urban (excluding Belfast) 1

Rursl 2

Belfast 3

Derived variable: wtFactor] (BSA and NISA)
Weight. format xx.xxxx

BSA

Weighting is applied to BSA data to reflect the relative selecti~n probabilities at the three main stages of

selection of individual respondent. from a Postcode Address Fie sample address, household, and individual.

Fwst, because addresses were selected using the Multiple Output Indicator @lOI), weighta hsve to he applied

to compensate for the greater probability of an address with m MOI of more than one being selected,
compmed with an address with an MOI of one. Secondly, the data need to be weighted to compensate for the

fact that dwelling units at m address which contained a large number of dwelling unit. sre less likely to be

selected for inclusion in the survey than ones which do not share an sddress. In most c~es, these first two

stages of weighting will cancel each other out - resulting in more efficient weigh~. Thirdly tbe dab are

weighted to compensate for the lower selection probabfities of adults Iiviug in large households conrpsred

with those living in small households. These three stages of weighting are calculated as follows:

Number of Dwelling Units x Number of adults in selected household

MO1

4



I
Outlying low and high weights were then grouped and the weigh~ sc~ed to achieve a weighted sample slZe

tJre same as the unweighed sample size. The resulting weights for those aged 18+ were:

unscaled Number Percent scaled
weight weight

0.09

0.13

0.18

0.20

0.26

0.32

0.35

0.40

0.44
0.46

0.53

0.63

0.79
0.88

0.99

1.06

1.32

1.58
2.11

2.64

2.81

3.17
4.22

5.80

I

5

3

1146

2

1

1

1

1904

380

132

18

9

2

5

0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0
0,1

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.1
0.0

31.3

0.1

0.0

0.0
0,0

52.0
0.0

10.4

3.6

0.5

0.0
0.2

0.1

0.1

0.0879
0.1319

0.1759

0.1978
i).2rj38

0.3165

0.3517

0.3957
0.4396

0.4616

0.5276

0.6631

0.7913
0.8793

0.9892

1.0551

1.3189

1.5827

2.1102

2.6378
2.8136

3.1654

4.2205

5.8031

.,.,,‘4



NISA

Weighting is applied to NIS.4 to reflect the relative selection probabilities of individuals in large and small

households and, in 1996, the umqual selection probabilities within bousebolds (see section 11.2.2 and 11.3of

tiis Report). .,.

These weights are scaled to achieve a weighted sample size the same as the unweighed sample size. The

results of the weighting were:

unscaled

weight

01.0000

01.5833
02.00Q0

02.0652

02.3333
02.3750

02.7143

02.9167

04.6667

05.8333

06.00CQ
07.m

08.0000
10.5556

Number Percent scaled

239

7

46

15

40

147

12

3

6
1

6

1

11

30.4

32.1

0.9

5.9
I .9

5.1

18.7

1.5

‘ 0.4

0.8

0.1
0.8

0.1

1.4

HOUSEHOLD GRID (BSA OdV]

Derived vaziable pZAgeCat]
Age (grouped)

Derived from [RAge] as follows:

[RAge] [RAgeCat]

18-241

25-34

3544
45.54

55-59
60-64

65+

NA/Retkd

18-24

25-34

35-44
45-54

55-59

60-64
65-97

DK, REF

1

2

3
4’

5
6

7

8

0.5130

0.8123

1.0260

1.0595

1.1970
1.2184

1.3925

1.4963

2.3941

2.9926

3.0781
3.5911

4.1041

5.4152

-.-,

--4

] On the full BSA sample, this category includes 17 year olds. However, for comparability witi other
years, 17 year olds should be excluded from analysis. Hence the main file is limited to those aged 18+
and 17 yesr olds sre contained in a separate tile.
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Derived variable: [RSe.x.-ige]
Age grouped within gender

Derived from [RAgeCat] and [RSex] as follows:

18-24

25-34
35-44

45-54

55-59

6Q-64

65+

N,A/Refused

18-24
25-34

35-44

45-54

55-59

60-64

65+

NAIRefused

[RAgeCat]

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

[RSex] [RSexAge]

1 01

1 02
1 03

1 04

1 05
1 06

1 07

1 08
~ 09
~ 10

2 11

2 12

2 13

2 14

2 15

2 16

Derived variable: ~arStat]

Marital StdUS

Derived from MarStac2 as foUows:

[MarStatZ] [MarStat]

Married
Livingasmarried
Separated or divorced

after marrying
Widowed

Not married
Don’t Know

Refu.sedNA

1 1

2 2

3,4 3

5, 4

6 5
8 8

9 9



Derived variable: [Married]
Marital status (summary)

Derived from [MsrStat] as follows

[MarStat] [Married]

Marriedhing ss married 1,2 1

Separated/divorced 3 2
Widowed 4 3
Never msnied 5 4

No information DK, REF 9

PARTY ID (BSA only’

Derived variable: ~artyIDl] (BSA only)
Party Political Identification

Derived from ~snyFWl ss follows

Conservative

Labour

Llbeml Democrat

Scottish Nationalist

Plaid Cymm

OtAer party

Other snswer
None

(km Party

Don’t Know

RefusediNA

01

02
03
04
05
07
08
09
06
DK

10, Ref7NA

partyml]

01
02
03
06
07
08
09
10

95
98
99

8



Derived variable LT%-tyID2](BSA only)
Party Political Identification (compressed)

Derived from [PartyD 1] as follows:

rartyJDl] [PartylD2]

Conservative 1 1

Labour 2 2

Liberal Democrat 3 3

Other party 6-8 4

None 10 5

Green Psrty 95 6

Other/DWNA 9,DK,PLWRef 8

Derived variable: ~Allegl (BSA ordy)

Party Political Identi6cation

Derived frnm [SupPmty], [ClosePty] and [PnrtyFWj ss follows

[supParty] [CIOsePty] Pmm

Comer-vative
Partisan 1

Sympathiser

Residual identifier

Labnur

Pardsan 1

Sympathiser

Residual identifier

Liberal Democrat

Partisan 1

Sympathiser
Residual identifier

Other party

None

Green Party
Pal-tissn 1

Sympathiser
Residual identifier

Otberldon’t know
Irrotanswered DK, REX

1

2

1
2

1

2

1
2

01

01

01

02
02
02

03
03
03

04,05,07

09

06

06

06

[PtyADeg]

01

02

03

04

05

06

07
08

09

10

11

12

13

14

u DK, REF q 08,DK,REF 98



HOUSING (BSA and NISA)

Derived variable: [Temrre5] (llSA only - asked instead of derived on NISA)
Accommodation tenure

Derived from Tenure Ia as follows

[Tenurela] [Tenurel]

owns ouhight

Buying on mortgage

Rents: local authority

Rents: Housing Assoc.~mst

Rents: Property Company

Rents: Employer
Rents: Other organisation

Rents: relative

Rents: ocher indhidual

Ren~ Housing Action Tnrat

Rent free, squatting

Don’t fiow

RefusaUNA

01 01

02 02
03 03
05 05
06 06
07 07
08 08

09 09

10 ‘ 10

11 11
12, 13 12
DK 98
14, Ret7NA 99

Derived variable: [Tenure2]
Accommodation tenure (s—y )

Derived from [Tenurel ] as follows:

[Termral] [Tenure2]

Owrred/being bought 01,02 1

Rented (Local
authority) 03 2

Rented (Housing Assoc.Krrrst) 05,11 3

Rented (Other) o&lo 4

Rent free, squarnng etc. 12 5
No information DK, Ref 9

I
10



BES (BSA ONLY)

Derived variable: [HIncPast]

Derived from [HIncPst_5]as follows:

[HIncPs15] mflrcPast]

I
1,2 I

3 2
4,5 3

DK 8

ReVNA 9

FaJlen bebind prices

Kept up with prices

Gone up by more than prices
Don’t Know

RefimabNA

Derived var-iabl~ Wcxpct]

Derived from [HIncXpc5] as follows

mcxpc5]

FsiIen bebind prices 1,2
Kept up with prices 3
Gone up by more tlmn prices 4,5

Don’t KllOW DK
RefusaVNA ReflNA

[Hrrrcxpct]

1
2

3

8
9

OCCUPATION (RESPONDENT AND SPOUSE) (BSA and NISA)

Derived variablew [RSrrper], [SSuper]

Derived horn BSuper2] and [RMsny], [SSuper2] and [SMsny] as follows:

[RSuper2] [RMarry] ~uper]
[SSuper2] [SMany] [SSrrper]

None 2 g o 0
1 ~ substantive ssme as [SMany]

answer
Don’t Know DK a DK DK
Refusd/NA Ref/NA g Ref7NA RefINA

I



Derived variable: REmploye
Employee/self-employed for those currentfy in work

Derived from [REconAct] and [REmplyee] ss follows:

[REconAct] [REmplyee] [REmpioye]

Employee 03 & 1 1
. ...-.

Self-employed 03 ~ 2 2
Don’t Know 03 & DK DK
RefussVNA 03 ~ Ret7NA Ret7NA
Skip (not in work) 01,02, )

04-11, ) Skip codes
DK, Ref7NA )

Derived variable: REmpWork
Number of employees in business

Previously asked, now derived from [REmplyee], [1-&mpWkFWl snd [SEmpNum] as follows:

None

Under 10

10-24

25-99

1CKM99

500 or more

Don’t Know

Refussl/NA

[RKmplyee]

1,DK

2
1,DK

2

1,DK

2

1,DK
.

L

1,DK

2

1,DK,2
1,DK.2

Ref/NA

[REmpm [SEmpN.m] [REmpWork]

o

1

2

3

4

5

DK
Ret7NA

2Answers of 500 or more at [SEmpNum]havebeencoded5cH3,

o

1-9

10-24

2s-99

103499

5W2

DK

RtWNA

o

0
1

1
2

2

3

3
4

4

5

5

DK
Ref/NA

ReflNA

12



Derived variable: SNrunEmp
Whether currentfy self-employed had employees

Derived fmm [RXconAct], [REmplyee] and [SEmpNum] as follows

[RRconAct] [REmplyee] [SEmpNum] [SN.mEmp]

Yes 03 @ 2 1-500

No 03 @ 2 0

Don’t Know 03 U@ 2 DK

Refusal/NA 03 @ 2 ReflNA

Skip (not currently self-emp) 03 @ 1,DK,ReflNA )
01,02, 04+

Derived variable: ESrJbTm
Full-tim.dpart.lime (self-defined) current employees

Derived born wonAct], [REmplyee], mT1m] as follows

[RKcmlAct] [REmplyee]

Full-time 03 !l@ 1,DK

Part-time 03 @ 1,DK

Don’t Know 03 d 1,DK

RefusWNA 03 anal 1,DK

)

~bTm]

SkiD, not cunent employee 03 ~ 2,Ret7NA

01,02, 04+

Derived variablti SSrJbTm
Ftdl-timdpart-dme (self-detlned) current self-rmployed

Derived from [REcOnAct], @Emplyee], WTlm] as follows

~OnAct] [REmplyee] mTii]

Full-time 03 ~ 2 & 1

Part-time 03 @ 2 ~ 2

Don’t Know 03 @ 2 & DK

Refusal/NA 03 & 2 ~ ReflNA

Skip, not cm-rent self-emp 03 d 1, DK,ReONA

01,02, 04+

I

2
DK

Ref/NA
skip

code

~rJbTii]

1
2
DK

ReflNA

) Stip

) cede

[Ssr.lb’rii]

1

2

DK

) skip

) code



Derived variable: EJbHrCaI
Working time @eluding overlime . categorised - current employees

Derived from [REconAct], [REmplyee], ~bmIl ~ fOllOws:

[REconAct] [REmplyee] ~bHrsq

10-15 03 @

16-23 03 @

24-29 03 ~

30+ 03 @

Varies too much to say 03 @

Don’t Know 03 @

Refusal/NA 03 @

Skip, not current employee 03 d
01,02, 04+

Derived variable: EJbHrCaX

1,DK @

1,DK ~

l,DK &

l,DK @

1,DK ~

1,DK &

1,DK &

2,Ret7NA

10-15

16-23

24-29

30-95

96

DK

Ref/NA

Working lime gcluding overtime - degorkd - m~nt qb-

Derived from [REconAct], [REmplyee], ~HrsXj as follows:

~OnAct] [REmplyee] rEJmrSx]

Less than 10 03 @ 1,DK @ o-9

10-15 03 @ 1,DK ~ l@15

16-23 03 @ l,DK & 16-23

24-29 03 & 1,DK gnJ 24-29

30+ 03 @ l,DK ~ 30-95
Varies too much to say 03 @ 1,DK @ 96

Don’t Kttow 03 ~ 1,DK @ DK

Refu@NA 03 d 1,DK ~ Ref/NA

Skip, not current employ= 03 @ 2,Ref/NA
01,02, 04+

[EJbHrC~

2

3

4

5

DK

Ret7NA

skip

o

.L
3

4

5

DK
Ref/NA

) skip

) cede

14



Derived variable: SJbHrCaf
Working time &fuding overtime. ca*ofid. cm-rent seif-empIOyed

Derived from [REconAct], [REmp]yee], mfis~ as follows

[REcOnAct] [REmplyee] (W’kJbHrsfj

10-15 03 @ 2 @ 10-15
16-23 03 @ 2 ?.@ 1623
24-29 03 @ 2 & 24-29
30+ 03 @ 2 ~ 30-95
Varies too much to say 03 @ 2 ~ 96

Don’t Know 03 @ 2 & DK

Ref@l/NA 03 @ 2 ~ Ret7NA
Skip, not current self-emp 03 @ 2,ReONA

01,02, C4+

Derived variable: &U%tFuf]

Whether part-time or fuff-time (everyone who has ever worked)

Derived from ~conAct], mTn] and [ExPrtFul] as follows:

[REcOnAct] ~blii] -d]

Full-tine 03 1

01,02, 04+ 1

Part-time 03 2

01,02,C4+ 2

Don’t Kno 03 DK

01,02,04+ DK

RefusaVNA 03 RefiNA
01,02,04+ Ref/iVA

[SJbHrC~

1
2
3
4

5
DK
ReflNA

) skip

) code

[RPartFuf]

1
1
2
2
DK

DK

ReONA

ReONA

.-



Derived variables: [RECOIIPOS],[SEconPos]
Current Economic Position (of respondent of apouae)

[REconPos] is derived from mon,%t], [REmploye], -T,m].

[SEconPos] is derived from [SEconAct], [SEmploye], [SPmtFul] as follows:

[REcOnAct] [REmplyee] ~bTm] [REcOnPOs]-
[sEcon.4ct] [SEmploye] [sPartFuI] [SECOIIPOS],

Not marridliving as manied [SEconPos]

In paid work
Employee (full-time)”
Employee (part-time)
Self-employed (full-dine)”
Self-employed (part-time)
Status not kmown
Waiting to take up

paid work
Unemployed
Luoking after the home
Retired
In fuWime education

Other

RefuaaIiDK

“ 30 or more hours a week

04

05,06,07
10
09
01
02,08,11
Residual

Skip codes

1 @ 1 01:.
1 @ 2 02
2 & 1 03
2 & 2 04

05

Coded variablfs ~mp%at], [SEmpStat]
Employment atatua (of respunden~ of apouae) baaed on cm-rent or bat job

Coded as follows:

[REmpstat]
[SEmpStat]

Not marrkdliving as married [SEmpStat] skip
Never had a job codes

Self-employed - 25+ employees 01

Self-employed -1-24 employees 02
Self-employed - no employees 03

Self-employed - DK how many employees 04

Manager 25+ employees 05

Manager -1-24 employees 06

Manager - DK how many employees 07
Foreman/supervisor 08

other employee 09

Employee - unclassified 10

Inadequately describedhot stated 11

06
07
08

09
10
11

ReflNA

16



Derived variabl~ [RMmmal], [SManual]

Whether (respondent’s/spouse’s) current or last job is manual or non-manual ~

Derived from [RSOC] and [SSOC] and [REmpStat] and [SEmpStat]

[RMmmd]

[SMamml]

Not -e&liviug as married [SMauual] skip

Never had a job codes

Non-mauual 1

SOC codes 100-142, 152440,450-491,

610-613,640,643,651, 700-730,

732-792,954

PLUS SOC code 614 if @mpSLat]/[SEmpStat] = 8
SOC code 615 if [REmpStat]/[SEmpStat] = 8

SOC cude 619 if [REmpStat]/[SEmpStat] = 8

SOC cede731 if [REmpS@/[SEmpStat] = 5,6,7,8

Manual
SOC codes 441,500-599,620-631,

641,642,644,650,652-699,

80Q-953, 955-996 or 999

PLUS SOC code 614 if ~mpStat]/[SEmpStat] = 9

SOC cede 615 if [REmpStat]/[SEmpStat] = 1,2,3,4,9

SOC code 619 if ~pStat]/[SEmpStat] = 1,2,3,4,9

SOC cede 731 if [REmpStat]/[SEmpStat] = 1,2,3,4,9

Armed forces SOC WdeS 150, 151, 6C0, 601

Uuable to classify
IF SOC cede= 614 and [REmpStat]/[SEmpStat] = 10,11

SOC cede= 615 and [REmpStatJfSEmpStat] = 10,11
SOC code= 619 and [REmpStat]/[SEmpStat] = 10,11
SOC cede= 731 .md [REmpStat]/[SEmpStat] = 10,11

PLUS SOC cedes 997,998

2

8

9

3The mmmalhon-manual distinction used to emerge automatically from the pmgmrn which creates Social Class.
Howeveq with the changeover from C080 to SOC this no longer happms. Instead it is derived separately from a
combination of SOC cede.sand Employment F&mmcodes.



Derived variables [RMiiGrp], [SMinGqr]
SOC Minor Group (of responden~ of spouse) - Current or last job
Derived from [RSOC] and [SSOC] by using the first two digits of the SOC code

[RMiiGrp]

[SMmGrp]

Not maniedliting as married [SMINGRP] skip
Never had a job codes

Job details missing

General Managers and administrators

Production managers in manufacturing, etc.

Specialist mauagers

Financial institution snd office managera

Msrragers in transport and storing
Protective service officers

Managers in farming, etc.

Msnagers in service indusrnes

Managers and adminismators NEC

Natural scientist

Engineers and teclmologists
HealtJr professionals

Teaching professionals

Legal professionals

Business and financial professionals

Architects and surveyors, etc.

Librarians and related professionals

Profeaaional occupations NEC

Scientific technicians

Draughtpersona, quantity surveyors, etc.
Computer anslys~prograrnmers

Ship and aircraft officers, etc.

HeaMr associate professionals

kgal associated professionals

Business and financial aasociate professionals
Socisl welfare assuciate professionals

Literary, amistic and spurts professionals

Assnciate professional and technical NEC
Administrative/clerical officers (Govt.)

Numerical clerks and caahiers

Filing and record clerks
Clerks (not otherwise specified)

Stores and despatch clerks, etc.

Secretaries, personal assistants, ~ist.s, etc.

Receptionists, telephonists, etc.

10

11

12

13

14

15
16

17

19

20

21

22
23

24

25

26
27

29

30

31

32
33

34

35

36

37
38

39
40

41

42

43
44

45

46

. .

. .
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rm. .,—n. ,(Contrrluell)

Clerical and secretarial NEC

Construction trades

Metal machining, fitting and instrument making trades

Elearkallelectronictrades
Metalforming,welding, etc. trades
Vehicle trades

Textiles, garments, etc. uades

Printing arrd related trades
WOcxJwOrkingtrades

Feed preparation trades
Other craft NEC

NCOS arrd other ranks, armed forces

Security and protective service occupations
Catering occupations

Travel attendants and related occupations

Heakb and related rxcupations

CMldcare and related cccupationa

Hairdressers, beauticians, etc.

Domestic staff, etc.

Personal arrd protective service cccrrpations NEC
Buyers, brokers, etc.

Sales representatives

Sales assistants and check-out operators

Market arrd door-m-door salespersons

Saies occupations NEC

Focal, drink and tobaccn operatives
Textiles and tannery operatives

chemicals, paper, plastics, etc. operatives

Metal making and treating operatives

Metal working operatives

Aasembletiineworkera
Other routine process operatives

Road irarrsport operatives

Other transport and machinery operatives 4
. Plant and machine operatives NEC

Other occupations in agricuhrre, etc.
Other occupadona in mining arrd manufacturing

Other occupations in construction

Other occupation in tranaport

Other occupatiorm in communication
* 0t4er occupation in sales and services

Other occupations NEC
Other occupations (nothing else coded)

LIUYIUIUl_pJ

[SMirrGrp]

49

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

63
64
65
66
67
69
70

71
72
73
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
99
99



Derived variables [RSMajGrp], [SSMajGrp]
SOC Sub.Majbr Group (of rqxmrlen~ of spouse) - current or last job

Derived from [RMinGrp] and [SMInGrp] ss set out below

Not rhsrriedliving ss married [SSMAJGRP]

Never had a job

Job details missing

Corporate manager and administrators

Managersfproprietors in agriculture and services
Science and engineering professiowds

HealtA professionals

Teaching professionals

Other professional occupations

Science and engineering associate professionals

Health msociate professionals

Other associate professionals
Clerical occupations

Secretial occupations

Skilled construction hades

Skilled engineering trades

Other skilled Gades

Protective service occupations
Personal sewice occupations

Buyers, brokers and sales reps

Other sales occupations

Industrial plant and machine operators, assemblers

Drivers and mobile machine operators

OtAer occupations in agriculture, foresuy and fishing

Other elementary occupations

[RMinGrp]
[SMinGrp]

10-15,19
16,17
20,21
22
23
24-27,29
30-32
34
33,35-39
40-44,49
45,46
50
51,52
53-59
60,61
62-67,69
70,71
72,73,79
80-86,89
87,88
90
91-95,99

[RSMajGrp]
[SSMajGrp]

skip
codes’

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

20



Der-ivad variables: [RMajGrp], [SMajGrp]
SOC Major Group (of responden$ of sporsae)- Current or last job
Derived horn [RSOC] and [SSOC] by using the fist digjt of tie SOC code

[RMajGrp]

[SMajGrp]

Not raarried/living ss married [SMAJGJW] skip

Never had a job codes

Job details missing

Managers and adrninisuators 1

Professional occupations 2
.&@ciatc professional and tccfmical occupations 3
Clerical snd secretarial occupations 4
Crsti and related occupations 5
Personal arrdprotective service occupations 6
Sales occupations 7
Plant and machine operatives 8
OtJrernccupatiorm 9

fkiVd variables: EIC92GP], [SSIC92Gp]
Standard Industrial Chssit3cation 1992 (SIC92) - compressed (of resposrdert~ of sponse) - Current nr
hat jnb

~KiVCd from [RSIC92] and [SSIC92] as follows

Not marrkdliving as married [SSIC92GP]

Never had a joh

Agriculture, hrmting and foresny

Fishing

Mting and quarrying
Manufacturing

Electricity, gas and water supply

Construction
Wholesale and retail M% repsir of motor vehicles,

motorcycles and personsl and household goods

Hotels and restaurants
Transpat, storage and communications

Fhsncial intermediation

Red estate.,rentingandbuaincss activities

Public admirriatration sr-rddefence;

Compulaoty Social Security

Education
Health and sociaf work

Other commmrity, socisl and psrsonal service activities

Private households wish employrd persons
Exh’a-territorial orgsrrisatimrs and bodies

Not clsasifiable

[RSIC92]

[SS1C92]

01,02

05

10-14
15-37

40,41
45

50-52

55

60-64

65-67
70-74

75

80

85
90-93

95

99

89

[RSIC92Gp]

[SSIC92Gp]
skip
codes

01
02
03

04
05
06

07
08
09
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
98



Derived variables [RsEG2], [ssEG2]
Socio-Economic Group (of reaponden~ of spouse) - Current or last job

[RSEG2]

Not msniecthot living as manied [SSEG2]

Never had a job

Employer - large organisation
Manager - large organisation

Employer - SIMJIorganisation

Manager - smsll organisation

Professional worker - self-employed

Professional worker - employee
Intermediate non-mamml worker - sucillsry

Intermediate non-manual worker - supervisor
Juaior non-manual worker

PersonsJ service worker

Foremankupemisor - rusnual

Willed manusl worker

Semi-skilled manaal worker

Unskilled msnusl worker

Own accouat worker (not professional)

Farmer - employerhuanager
Farmer - own account

Agricultural worker

Member of the armed forces

Inadequstel y describednot stated

skip

codes

01

02

03

04

05

06

07
08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15
16

17

18

19
20

22



!
Derived variabIes: NEG], [SSEG]
Socio-Economic Group - grouped (i) (of respondent of spouse) - Current or last job

Derived from [RSEG2] and [SSEG2] as follows:

[RSEG2] [RSEG]

[SSEG2] [SSEG]

Not marriedhot living as -ed [SSEG2]
Never had a job

Employer/manager - large organisation

Employer/manager - snrafl organisation

Professional worker - self-employed

Professional worker - employee

Intermediate non-manual worker
Junior non-manual worker

Personal service worker

Foremadsupwisor - manual

Skikled manual worker
Semi-skilled manual worker

UnaWed manual worker

Owrr account worker (not professional)
Farmer - employerhnanager

Farmer - ovnr account

Agricultural worker

Member of the armed forces
Inadequately descrilredhot stated

01,02

03>04

05

06

07,08

09

10
11

12

13

14

15

16

17
18

19

20

skip

codes

01

02

03

04
05

06

07

08

09
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Derived vasiablea: [RSEGGrPl, [SSEGGrPl.—
Socio-Economic Grrmp - grouped (ii) (of respondesrL of spouse) - Current or lastjob

Derived from [RSEG2] and [SSEG2] as follows:

professional

Employemhnaraagers,-
Insmmediate(non-manual)

Juoim (non-manual)

skilled (maoual)

Semi-skilled (manual)

IJrskilkd (marmal)

Other occupation

Occupation not classifiable

[RSEG2]

Not marridliving as married [SSEGGrp]

Never had a job

05,06

01-04,16
07,08

09

11,12,15,17

10,13

14,18

19

20

[RSEGGrp]
[SSEGG-P]

Shp
codes

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9



Derived variables [RSEGGr-p2], [SSEGGrp2]

Socio-Economic Grmrp - grouped (ii) (of responden~ of spouse) - Cur-rent or last job

Derived Trom [RSEG2] snd [SSEG2] as follows:

[RSEG2]
[SSEG2]

Not rrraniti]ving as mamied [SSEGOrp2]

Never hsd a joh

Professional, employer and msnager

Intermediate non-msnusl worker

Junior non-mmrual worker

Supervisor, skikd manual worker,

own account professional

Personrd service worker, semi-skilled

msuusl worker, a@cuhursl worker

Unskilled manual wnrker

Member of tie mmed forces

Inadequately descrhdlnot stated

01-06,16
07,08

09

11,12,15,17

10,13,18

14

19
20

[RsEGGrp2]
[SSEGGrp2]

skip
codes

1
2
3

4

5
6
7
8

Derived variables [RSOCCba2], [SSOCCla21
Registrar General’s Sosial Class (nf responden~ of spmrse) - Cur-rentor last job

Derived from census marnx as foIiows

~occkq

[ssoccla2]

Not marriedliving x married [SSOCCla2] Skip

Never had a job cedes

I (s(x) 1

II (SC=2) 2

flf (non-mend) (SC=3) 3
m (Iusnual) (SC=4) 4
Iv (.X=5) 5

V (SC=6) 6

Armed Forces 7

Insuftlcient irrfomrstion 8

.

24



Derived variable% [RSOCCkrSl, [SSOCClas]
Registrar Gsneral’s SociaJ Class (of responden~ of spoose) - Current or last job

Derived from [RSOCCM2], [SSOCC1a2] as follows:

[RSOCCM2] [Rsocclas]
[ssocla2] [Ssocckas]

Not marridliving as married [SSOCCltw] skip

Never had a job codes

I (Sc=l) 1 1

n (SC=2) 2 ~

Ill 3,4 3
Iv (SC=5) 5 4

V (SC=6) 6 5

Armed Forces 7 8

Insufficient information 8 9

Derived var-iabl~ [RRGCfass], [SRGClass]
Re@rar General’s Social Class (of responden~ of spouse) . Current or last job

Derived from [RSOCCla2], [SSOCCM2] as follows:

[Rsoccfaz] [RRGClass]
[SSOCCL32] [SRGC1ass]

Not man-idliving as mai-ried [SRGC1ass]

Never had a job

I 1
If 2

mNM 3

mh’f 4
W 5
v 46
Insufficient information (inc. Armed Forces) 7,8

skip
codes

2
3

4

5

6

9



Derived variables: [RGHC1aSS],[SGHCkrss]
Goldthorpe-Heath class schema (of responden~ of spouse) - Current or last job

Derived from SOC and [REtnpStat]/[SEmpStat]:

[RGHC1ass]
[SGHCfass]

Not maniedhot living as married [SGHCISSS] skip

Never had a job cedes

I

If
IIIa

IIrb

Na

m

Nc
v

VI

Service class, higher gmde

Service class, lower grade

Routine non-manual employees

Personal service workers
Smafl proprietors with employees

Small proprietors without employees

Farmers and smallholders

Foremen and technicians

Skilled manual workers

01

02

03

04

05

06
07

0$3

09

VIfa Semi- and unskilled manusl workers 10

VIfb Agricultural workers 11

Insufficient information 99

Derived variables: [RGHGI-P], [SGHGrp]
Goldtirorpe-Heaih cJass schema - compressed (of respcmden~ of spouse) - Current or last job

Derived from [RGHClass] and [SGHClass] as follows:

[RGHCl@ ~GHGrpl
[SGHClass] [SGHGrp]

Not -edliving ss married [SGHGrp]

Never had a job

Salariat (professions) and managerial) 01,02

Routine non-manualworkers (office and sales) 03,04

Petty bourgeoisie (the self-employed
incl. farmers, with and without employees) 05,0!5,07

Manual foremen snd suptavisors 08
Working class (skifled, semi-skilled and

umskilled manual workers, personal

service and agricuhral workers) 09,10,11

Insufficient information 99

skip
codes

1
2

3
4

5

9

26



ECONOMIC ACTfVfTY (MA and NISA)

Derived variable: EmploydTJ
Length of time employed (in months)

Derived from [EmplyFWl ] and @3mplyFW2] as follows:

p3mplyFwl] @ZmplyEW’2]

Valid answer & 1

Vahd answer ~ 2

Don’t Know DK

Refuse&NA ReflNA ~ DWRef/NA

If, as a result of multiplying by 12, [EmploydT] >995, set it to 995.

Derived variable: pZFiidJob]

Length of time to fiud new job (irs montfss)

Derived from ~FdfbFWl ] and @dJbFW2] as follows

EFdJbFW1] lEFdJbFW2]

Vafid answer ~ 1
Vahd answer ~ 2

Never 96

Don’t Know DK

RefusedNA NA/Ref pJ DWRef

tf, as a result of multiplying by 12, ~FM..Job] >995, set it to 995.

Derived variable: [CurUnemp]
L-eugth of current unemployment (iu months)

Derived from [CUIUIIFW1] and [CurUnFW2]:

[Curunlwvl] [CnrUnFW2]

Valid answer @ 1
Valid answer & 2

Don’t Know DK
RefusediNA ReflNA ~r DK/Ret7NA

If, as resnft of multiplying by 12, [CurUnernp]>995, set it to 995.

@mploydTl

As [EmplyFWl ]

~mplyFWl] * 12

DK

ReffNA

EFmdJob]

As [EFdJbFW 1]
[EFdJbFWl] * 12

996

DK

NA/Refusal

[CurUnemp]

As [CurUnFWl]
[CurUnFWl] * 12
DK
Ref7NA



t
Derived variabkx [UFiid.lob]
Length of time to find job (ii months)

Derived from [Ul%dFWl ] and [Ul%dFW2] as follows

Valid answer L 1 As [EFindFW 1]

Valid answer ~ 2 ~FindFW1] * 12

Never 96 996

Don’t Know DK DK

Refusal/NA Ref7NA QJ DK/Ref7NA Refusal/NA

If, ss a result of multiplying by 12, [lJRndJob] >995, set it to 995.

Derived variable: [RetAge] (BSA only)

Derived from [RSex] and [IWge] as follows: ‘

[RSex] [RAge] [RetAge]

Yes 1 @ >65 1

2 @ >60 1

No 1 ~ <=65 2

2 ~ <=60 2

Don’t Know - DK DK

RefusdfNA - ReffNA Ret7NA
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NORTHERN IRELAND (BSA~

COMMUNITY RELATIONS(NEA OIdV)

Derived variable:N13’tYIDl
Partypoliticalidendfication(NorthernIreland- includingmainlandparties)

Derived from NVbichl], ~cb2], ~lch3], [NISupPty] and [MClsPty] as follows

Consewative 01 g 01 a
Labour 02 ~ 02 a
Liberal Democrat 03 ~ 03 g

AfIiance (Northern Ireland) 04g 04~
DUP/Democratic Unionist Party 05 q 05 E

UUPAJlster Unionist Party 06 q %=

Other mrioniat parry 07 ~ 07 ~
Simr Fein 08 ~ 08 g
SDLP 09~ 09 ~

Workers Party 10 Q 10 ~
Campaign for Equal Citizenship 11 g 11 m

Green Parry 12 glJ 12 Q
Other Parry 13 q 13 ~
Other answer 14 g 14 ~
None 15 g 15 E
Don’t Krrow DK QC DK g

RefuaaUNA Ref g Ref u

q Ref at ~SupPty] or at [NIClsPry]

01

02
03

04

05

06

07

08

09
10

11

12

13

14
15

DK

Ref

01

02
03

20

21

22

23

24

25

26
27

95

08

09

10

98

99



Derived variable: NIPtylD2

Party political identification (Northern Ireland - including mainland parties - compressed)

Derived from [NIPtyID 1] as follows:

m~ll m~zl

Conservative 01 01
Labour 02 02
Lk-eralDemocrat 03 03
Alliance(NorthernIreland) 20 20
DUP/DemocraticUnionist Party 21 30
UUWUlster Unionist Party 22 31
Sirm Fein 24 40
SDLP 25 50
Oreen Party 95 60

Other Patty (inc. other unionist) 23,26,27,08 97

None 10 98

Otherldon’t knowlnot answered 09,97-99 99

Derived variable ~Algl]
Party political identification (Nortber-n Ireland - inchding mainland parties)

rNLsupPty] Nclspty] UWPtyIdl]
Conservative

Partisan 1 d
Sympathiser

Residual identifier

Labour

Partisan 1 ~

Sympathiser
Residual identifier

Liberal Democrat

Partisan 1 &

Sympathiser
Residual identifier

Northern Ireland:

Alliance:

Partisan 1 ~

Syrnpatbiser

Residual identifier

02

1 @@ 02

2 & 02

~Mgl]

01

02

03

04

05

06

07
08

09

20
21

22

30



(continued) lJw?mpPty] INIclapty] HIdl]

Democratic Urrioni.st
Partisan 1
Sympathiser

Residual identifier

Ulster Unionist:

Partisan 1

Sympathiser

Residual identifier

Other Unionist

Partisan 1
Sympathiser

Residual identifier

Sii Feim

Partisan 1
Sympathiser
Residual identifier

SDLP
Pardsan 1
Sympathiser

Residual identifier

Workers’ Party 1

Camp. for Equal Citizenship 1

Green Party
Pardsan 1
Sympathiser

Residual identifier

other Party

None

Other/DK/not answered

1

2

1

2

1
2

1

2

1

2

21
21

21

22

22

22

23

23
23

24

24

24

25

25

25

26

27

95

95

95

08

10

rNrPyAlgl]

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30
31

32

33
34

35
36

3-I

38

39

40

41
42

97

98

09,DK,REF/NA 99



Derived variable NIPtyDM
Party Political Identiikation (Nortbem h-eland Parties only)

m~ll [N3PtylD3]

Northern Ireland Aliiance 20 a 20
Democratic Unionist 21 a 21
Ulster Unionist Party 22 g 22
Other Unionist Party 23 z 23
Sitm Fein 24 QI 24
SDLP 25 E 25
Workers’ Psrty 26 QI 26
Campaign for Equal Clti2enship 27 E 27
(lreen Parry 95 a 95
Other parry 08 E 08
None 10 L!L’ 10

Other/DK/Not answered Residual

Derived variable NIPyAfg2
Party political identication (Northern Ireland parties only)

mb~l

20

31

32

80
40

50

60
70

75

97

98

99

-,

Note: if respondent originally chose a mainland p%, heAhe is categorised as a residual identifier with their
Nortbem Irish party choice

Affiance
Partissn

Sympathiser

Residual identifier

Democratic Unionist:

Pardsan
Sympathiser
Residual idendtier

0f6cird unionist

Panisan
Sympathiser

Residusl identifier

Other Unionist
Partisan
Sympathiser
Residual identifier

20

21

22 a

23

24
25 LZ

26
27

28 x

29

30

31 g

mID3]

20

21

22

23

mIPyAlg2]

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27
28

29

30

31

32



Sims Feiw
Partisan
Sympathiser

Residual identifier

SDLP:

Partisan

Sympathiser

Residual identifier

Workers’ Party

mmy.’ugl]

32
33
34 Q

35
36
37 ~

38 ~

Camp. for Equal Citir.mddp 39 ~

Graen Party:
Partisan 40
Sympathiser 41
Residual identifier 42 g

Other Pasty 97 Q

None 98 Q

Other/DK/not answered Residual

mPt3’lD3]

24

25

26

27

95

08

10

rNIPy.41g2]

32

33
34

35

36

37

38

39

40
41
42

97

98

99



CLASSIFICATION

I

Derived variable: [Religion]
Respondent’s religion

Derived from RelRFW as follows:

[RelRFWl

No religion

Christian - no denomination

Roman Catholic
Church of England/Anglican

Baptist

Methedist

Presbyterian/Church of Scotland

Otler Christian

Hindu

Jewish

Islanlm’fualim

Sikh
Buddhkt

Other nOn-Ctnisti.m
Free Presbyterian

Brethren

United Reformed Chnrch/Congregational

Other Protestant
Don’t Know

RefusallNA

Derived variable: ~digSnm]
Respondent’s r.digion (summa v)

Derived from Religion] as follows:

01

02

03

04

05

06
07

12

13

14

15 ‘
16

17

18

08

09

10

11

DK
REFINA

~eligion]

Church of EnglandlAnghcsn 04

Rornsn Catholic 03

Other Christian 02,05-08,21-23,27
Non-Christian 09-14
No religion 01

[Religion]

01

02

03
04 On NISA: ChurchojlrelamUAnglican

05

06

07
08

09

10

11

12

13

14
21

22

23

27

DK

REFINA

[ReligSum]

01 On NISA: Church of Ireland/Anglican

02

03

04
05

RefimedlDon’t KnowiNA DK, REFINA 08

34



Derived variable @LunIteiigl
Religion respondent brought up in

Derived from RelFfTV as follows:

[Re-

No religion

Christian - no denmninarion

Roman Catholic

Church of England/Anglican

Baptist

Methodist

Presbyterian/Church of Scotland
Odrer Christian

Hindu

Jewish

Islam/Muslii

Sikh
Buddhist

Other non-Christian

Free Presbyterian

Brethren

United Reformed Church/Congegational

Other Protestant

Don’t Know
RefuaaUNA

Derived variable: [RIFamSuml

01

02

03
04

05

06

07

12
13

14
15

16

17

18

08

09
10

11

DK

REFINA

Derived from @trnRelig] aa follows:

Church of EnglandfAnglican

Roman tiOtiC
Other Christian

Non-Christian
No religion

Dent KnowlRefuaaUNA

:* -

[FamRelig]

01
02
03
04 On NISA: Church of IrelamilAnglican

05

06

07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
21

22
23
27
DK

WamRelig]

04

03

[RwrrArm]

01

02
02,0548,’21-23,27 03
09-14 04
01 05
D~ REF/NA 08

,* .w--

35



[RaceOtil] (BSA only)
For version A and B: copy across data horn RaceOriO

Derived variable: Frivl??d] (BSA only)
Household members attendance at private schools

Derived from [RPrivEd], [SPrivFd], [ChPrivEd]. Priority code as follows:

[RPrivEd] [sPrivEd] [cbPrivEd]

Respondent attended private school 1

Respondent has not, but spousefpanner
or children attended private school l= 1
No one in household attended private

school 2 @ not (8,9) ~ not (8, 9)
Missing information Residual

Derived variable: ITEA]

Terminal education age (categorised)

Derived from [T&42] as follows:

[TEA2]

15 or under <=15

16 16
17 17

18 18

19 or over 19-94

Sdfl at school 95

Still at collegeluniversity 96
other 97

DK 98

RefiA/NA 99

●

ml

01

02
03
04
05
06
07
97
98
99

36



Derived variable: ~QuaI]
Highest eelumtioMI qditkation obtained

Derived from

SchQFWOi3

SchQFWOl

SchQFW02
SchQFW03

SchQFW04

SchQFW05

SchQFW06
SchQFW07

SchQFW08

SchQFW09

SchQFWIO
SchQFWl 1

SchQFW12

SchQFW13

SchQFW14

Priority code ss follows:

[SchQFWOO]- EcIIQFOO]- [SchQual] ~ScbQual] [HFAQual]
[ScbQFW14] ~cbQF16J

Deflee or equivalent 20
Higher education
below degree 09, 11, 15-19
‘A level’ or equivalent 11-15 g 08, 10, 14
‘O level’ or equivalent 03-10 Q 07, 13
CSE or equivalent 01,02 q 05,06, 12
Foreign or other 16 ~ 97
No qualifications

Don’t KnowlRefusalfNA Residual

1

2

3
4

5

6

2 @ 2 7

8

Derived variable: [CarOwn] (BSA only)

This question was asked (not derived) on BSA version A and C and IWSA.
On version B, derived from [TransCar] as follows:

rrl-anscar], [carOwn]

Yes
No

Don’t Know

Refusal/NA

1,2,3 1
4 2
DK DK
REFINA REF/NA



SELF-COMPLETION

Derived variable [SelfComp]

Status of self-completion questionnaire

[SelfComp] is coded as fOllOws

[SelfCOmpl

Not returned 51

Returned 61

38



APPENDIX H

BRITISH SOCIAL ATTITUDES

and

NORTHERN IRELAND SOCIAL ATTITUDES

Other survey docmnents:

BSA Advance letter
BSA Self-completion reminder lettm interviewers
BSA Self-completion reminder letter: respondent I
BSA Self-completion reminder lette~ respondent II

BSA book information form
BSA Project instructions and Additional instructions

NISA Project instructions
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APPENDIX I

BRITISH SOCIAL ATTITUDES

Chapters in the annual British SociulAtittudes reports

1984-1997



1984 report
Political attitudes
Economic policy and expectations
Social policy and the welfare state
Educational issues and priorities

Social and moral values

1985 report
Shades of opinion
Prices, incomes and consumer issues
Sex roles and gender issues
Attitudes to defence and international affairs
Right and wrong in public and private Iife
Local government and the environment
Measuring indkidual attitude change

1986 report
Do people have consistent attitudes? .
Work and the work etkic
Political partisanship
A green and pleasant land
British & American attitudes: similarities and
contrasts
Interim report: education
Interim report public spending and the welfare
state
Interim report: housing
Interim report social and moral issues

1987 report
Citizenship and welfare
Business and industry
Political culture
Nuclear reactions
Food values: health & diet
Family matters
Interim report:the countryside
Interim report: party politics

The 5* report (1989)
The price of honesty
Education matters
Trends in permissiveness
Working-class conservatives and middle-class
socialists
The public’s response to AIDS
An ailing state of nationaJhealth
Trust in the establishment
One nation?

Ken Young
Anthony Harrison
Nick Bosanquet
Harvey Goldstein
Colin Airey

Ken Young
Gerald Goodhardt
Sharon Witherspoon
Paul Whiteley
Michael Johnston & Douglas Wood
Ken Young
Denise L]evesley & Jennifer Waterton

Anthony Heath
Michael Martin
John Curtice
Ken Young

James Davies
Harvey Goldstein

Nick Bosanquet
Nick Bosarrquet
Colin Airey and Lindsay Brook

Peter Taylor-Gooby
Martin Collins
Anthony Heath & Richard Topf
Ken Young
Aubrey Sheifram & Michael Marmot
Sheena Ashford
Ken Young
John Curtice

Michael Johnston
Paul Flather
Stephen Harding
Anthony Heath & Geoff Evans

Linsday Brook
Nick Bosanquet
Roger Jowell & Richard Topf
John Curtice



Interim report: rural prospects
Interim report: a woman’s work

The 6’hreport (international)
Measuring national differences
International patterns of work
The role of the state
Inequality and welfare
Kinship and friendship
Understanding of science in Britain and the USA
Pride in one’s country: Britain and West Germany

Interim report: the changing family

The 7* report
Social welfare: the unkindest cuts
The state of the union
Women and the family
Living under threat
AIDS and the morrd climate
Self-employment and the enterprise culture
Recipes for health

Irrdividuahsm
The Northern Irish Dimension

The 8ti report
Consensus and dissensus
Attachment to the welfare state
Failing education?
Justice and the law in Northern Ireland
House and home
Shades of green
Working mothers: free to choose?
Smoking and health

Interim report civil liberties
Interim report: economic outlook

The 9ti report
What do we mean by green?
The influence of the recession
Religion in Britain, Ireland and the USA
The North-South Divide
Men and women at work and at home
Changes in values
What price profits?
Community relations in Northern Ireland
Class, race & opportunity

Ken Young
Sharon Witherspoon

James Davies & Roger Jowell
David Blanchflower & Artdrew Oswald
Peter TayIor-Gooby
Tom Smith
Janet Finch
Geoff Evans and John Durarrt
Richard Topf, Peter Mohler & Antbony
Heath
Stephen Harding

Peter Taylor-Gooby
Neil Millward
Jacqueline Scott
Ken Young
Kaye Wellings & Jane Wadsworth
David Blanchflower & Andrew Oswald
Aubrey Sheiham, Michael Marmot,
Bridget Taylor & Andrew Brown
John Rentoul
John Curtice & Tony Gallagher

Anthony Headr & Dorren McMahon
Peter Taylor-Gooby
A H Halsey
Tony Gallagher
John Curtice
Ken Young
Sharon WIthespoon & Gillian Prior
Yoav Ben-Shlomo, Aubrey Sheilram &
Michael Marmot
Lindsay Brook &Ed Cape
Bridget Taylor

Sharon Witherspoon & Jean Martin
Frances Caimcross
Andrew Greeley
John Curtice
Kathleen Kieman
Anthony Heath & Dorren McMahon
Michael Johnston
Tony Gallagher
Ken Young



Interim report: charitable giving

Interim report: the national health

The 10ti report

Disengaging from democracy

The family way

Religion, morality and politics

What citizens want from the state

Satisfying work - if you can get it

Class conflict and inequality

The lllb report
Do we really want more public spending?
Where next for transportpolicy?
Welfare outside the state
Work in a changing climate
Improving heakb
Middle-class politics
Authoritarianism updated
Education: reaction to reform
The greening of Britain: romance and rationality
Time-series and lap-tops: the change to
computer-assisted interviewing

The 12ti report
Comfortable, marginrd and excluded who should
pay higher taxes for a better welfare state?
Fear of crime
Teenagers and their politics
Working mothers: choice or circumstance?
Faith in local democracy
The state of the Union: attitudes towards Europe
The sceptical electorate
Differences of degree: attitudes towards
universities
Libertarianism in retreat

Steve Barnett & Susan Saxon-Harold
Nick Bosanquet

Michael Johnston
Jackie Scott, Michael Braun & Duane
Alwin
Anthony Heath, Bridget Taylor & Gabor
Toka
Peter Taylor-Gooby
John Curtice
Geoff Evans

David Lipsey
Gordon Stokes & Bridget Taylor
Peter-Taylor Gooby
Barry Hedges
Nick Bosanquet
Antbony Heath& Mike Savage
Daphne Ahrendt & Ken Young
A H HaJsey & Denise Llevesley
Sharon Witherspoon

Peter Lynn & Susan Purdon

Peter-Taylor Gooby
Lizanne Dowds & Daphne Abrendt
Alison Park
Katarina Thomson
Ken Young & NirmaJa Rao
Geoff Evans
John Curtice and Roger Jowell

Chris Rootes & Anthony Heath
Lindsay Brook &Ed Cape

I



The 13* report
One nation again?
Portraying sex: the limits of tolerance
Relative values: kinship and friendship

Reactions to a flexible Iabour market
Illegal drugs: liberal and restrictive
attitudes
Northern Ireland during the cease-fire
National Identity
Matters of life and death: attitudes to
euthanasia
Public spending and taxation

The 14* Report
Thatcher’s Children?
What about the workers?
The NHS: new prescriptions
needed?

Benefit claimants: villains or victims?
Trust in the political system
Green in word...
The housing divide
Politics and the news media mobilisation
or videomalaise?
How we view violence
Crime and punishment

John Curtice
Steven Bamett & Katarina Thomson
Francis McGlone, Alison Park &
Cendwen Roberts
Peter Spencer
Arthur Gould, Andrew Shaw &
Daphne Ahrendt
Geoffrey Evans
Lizanne Dowds & Ken Young

I

David Donnison & Caroline Bryson
Lindsay Brook, John Hall &
Ian Preston

Anthony Heath & Alison Park
Alex Bryson & Stephen McKay

Ken Judge, Jo-Ann Mulligan &
Bill New
Caroline Bryson
John Curtice & Roger Jowell
Bridget Taylor
Ah Mune

Kenneth Newton
Steven Bamett & Katarina Thomson
Roger Tarling and Lizanne Dowds



APPENDIX J

INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL SURVEY PROGRAMME (IMP)

Contact names and addresses
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ISSP members and Arcfdve

AustrWla

Austria

Bangladesh

Bulgaria

Dr Jonathon Kelley, Dr Mariah Evans, Clive Bean

International Centre, RSSS
The Australian National University

Canberra ACT, Australia
Tel: (00 61 6) 2492220 (University)

(00 61 6) 2972937 (Kelley, Evans)

Fax: (0061 6)2492114

e-mail: Jonathon.Kelley @coombs.anu.edu.au
Mariab@coombs.anu. edu.au
CSB307@coombs.anu.edu.au

Prof Max Hsdler, Dr Franz Holhnger
Institute of Sociology
Karl-Franzens Universitat Graz
Universitatsplatz 4/IfI
8010 Graz, Austria
Tel: (00 43 316) 3803540 (Graz University)

(00 43 316) 3803541 (?&x Hailer)
(00 43 316) 3803543 (F. Holliger)

Fax: (00 43 316) 3803547
e-mail: Max. Haller@KFunigraz. ac.at

Franz. Hollhrger@ KFunigraz.ac.at

Q.K Ahrnad
Chairman of Bangladesh Unnayan Parishad
33, Road 4
Dahanmondi R.A.
P.O. Box 5007 (New Market)
Dhska- 1205

Dr Lilia Dimova
Institute for Trade Union and Social Studies
1 Macedonia Square
1040 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel: (00 359 2) 800121

(00 359 2) 866455 (L. Dlmova)



Canada

Chile

Cyprus

Czech
Republic

Prof Alan Frizell, J. Pammett, Helen Pymarr
School of Journalism and Mass Communications Survey
Center
Carleton University
346 St Patrick’s Building
Ottawa, Canada KIS 5BS
Tel: (00 16135202600- Carleton Univ.)

(A.Frizzel - ext. 7420)
(J. Pamrnett - ext. 2793)
(H.Pyman - ext 7420)

Fax: (00 1 613) 5206690
(00 1 613) 5204064 (J.Pammett)

e-mail: Afrizz@ccs.carletOn.ca
J.Pammett@ccs.carleton .ca

Carla Lebmann
Cerrtro de Estudios Publicos
Monsenor Sotero Sanz 175
Santiago
CHILE

Bambos Papageorgiou
Centerfor AppliedResearch
Cyprus College
6 Diogenes Street
Engorni
P.O. BOX2006
Nlcosia, Cyprus
Tel: (00 357 2) 441730
Fax: (00 357 2) 462051
e-mail: PpapageO@ sting. cycollege.ac.cy

Dr Petr Mateju, Michal IUner, “Ham Vlachova
fnstitute of Sociology
Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic
Jilska 1
11000 Praha 1, Czech Republic
Tel: (00 422) 242209 93/79
Fax: ((XI422) 24220278
e-mail: Mateju@mbox.cesnet.cz



France

I.!

Yannick Lemmel

Centre de Recherche en Econornie et Statistique
Laboratoire de Sociologic Quantitative

Batiment Malakoff 2
Timbre J350

15 Boulevard Gabriel Peri
92245 Malakoff Cedex, France
Tel: (00 33 1) 41177721

Fax (00 33 1) 41177666
e-mail: VOulama@ensae.fr

Pierre Brechon, Bruno Cautres
CIDSP (Centre d’hrformation des Donnees Soci-Politique)”
Institut d’Etudes Politiques de Grenoble
Domaine Universitaire
BP 45
38402 Saint Martin d’Heres Cedex, France
Tel (W 33)76826Q 76 (P.Brechon)

(Ml 33) 76545818 (B.Cautres)
Fax: (00 33) 76826050
e-mail: Brechon@cidsp.grenet.fr

Cautres @cidsp.grenet.fr I
L.Chauvel, M.Forse
OFCE (Observatoire Frsmcaise des Conjunctures
Economiqnes)
69 Quai d’Orsay
75340 Paris Cedex 07, France

A. Degerme
LASMAS
(Laboratoire d’,%ralyse Secondaire et de Methodes
Appliques en Sociologic)
59-61 rue Pouchet
75849 Paris Cedex 07, Frame



Great Britain

Ireland

Dr Peter Mofder, Dr Janet Harkneas, Dr Michael Brains
ZUMA
P.O. BOX 122155
68072 Masurheim, Germany
Tel: (00 49 621) 1246-0 (switchboard)

(00 49 621) 1246284 (J.Harkmess)
(00 49 621) 1246173 (P.Mohler)

Fax: (00 49 621) 1246100
e-mail: Hsrkrress @zuma-mamrheim.de

Mohler%mna-marmheim .de

Dr Rolf Uher
Zentrakwchiv fir empirische Sozialforschung
Universitat 20 Koln
Bachemer Str.40
50931 Kohr 41, &171XlIly
Tel: (00 49 221) 476949 (switchboard)

(Ml 49 221) 4769425 (R.Uber)
Fax (00 49 221) 4769444
e-mail: Uher@ibm.za.uni-koeln .de

Roger Jowefl, Alison Park
SCPR
35 Northampton Square
London ECIV OAX
Tel: (00 44 171) 2501866
Fax (00 44 171) 2501524
e-mail: A.Park@ scpr.ac.uk

R.JowelI@scpr.ac.uk

Dr Tamas Kolosi, Dr Peter Robert, Matilde Sagi
TARKI
(Social Research Inforrnatics Center)
Victor Hugo u. 18-22
1132 Budapest, Hungary
Tel: (00 36 1) 1497531
Fax (00 361) 1290470
e-mail: Kolosi @tarki.hu

robefi @tarki.hu
Sagi@tarki.hu

Prof. Conor Ward
SSRC (Social Science Research Centre)
Department of Social Science
University College Dublin
Dublin 4, Republic of Ireland
Tel: (00 353 1) 7067001 (switchboard)
Fax: (00 353 1) 2694409

(00 353 1) 706 7001) (C.Ward - Fax/voice)
e-mail: Acoogan@acadamh, ucd.ie
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Ireland

Israel

Italy

Japan

Liam Ryan
St. Patrick’s College
Maynooth
Co. Kildare, Republic of Ireland
Tel: (00 353 1) 7083528
Fax: (00 353 1) 7083647

A,Greeley
NORC
1155 East 60”’Street
Chicago, IL 60637, U.S.A.
Tel: (00 1 312) 7537867
Fax: (00 1 312) 7537866
e-mail: Agreel @aol.com

Prof. Noah Lewin-Epstein, Prof Eppie Yuehtmann-Yaar - “- “
Dept of Sociology and Ambropology
University ofTel Aviv
P.O. Box 39040, Ramat Aviv
69978 Tel Aviv, Israel
Tel: (00 972 3) 6409271 (Univ)

(00 972 3) 6409313 (Yutchmann-Yaar)
Fax: (@) 972 3) 6409518

(00 972 3) 6409215 (Lewin-Epsteiu)
e-mail Noah 1@spirit.tau.ac.il

Dr Giovanna Gnidorossi, Dr Gabriele Calvi
EURISKO
Via Monte Rosa 15
21049 Mikmo, Italy
Tel: (00 392) 48012166
Fax: (00392)4814177
e-mail: 100410 .1516 @compuserve.com

Dr N Onodera, Dr Kiyoshi Midooka, Mieko Ida
NHIL Broadcasting Culture Research Institute
Public Opinion Research Division
2-1-1 Atago, Minato-ko
Tokyo, 105 Japan
Tel: (00 81 3) 54006800
Fax: (00 81 3) 34384375
e-maik Midooka @Xmre.twcu.ac.jp

Onodera@culture.nhk.or.jp



Latvia

Netherlands

New Zealand

Philippines

Brigita Zepa
Market and Social Research Group
Baltic Data House
Akas iela 5/7, Rigs LV-105O
Latvia
Tel: (00 371 2) 276144
Fax: (00 371 2) 276246

Dr Jos Becker, Masja Nas
SCP (Sociaal en Cultural Plarrbureau)
J.C. van Markenlaan 3
Postbus 37
2280 AA Rijswijk, Netherlauds
Tel: (0031 70)319 8700
Fax: (00 31 70) 3963000
e-mail: M.Nas @scpml

Prof Philip Gendall
Departmentof Marketing
Faculty of Business Studies
Massey University
Private Bag 11222
Palmerston North, New Zealand
Tel: (00 646) 3505582
Fax (00 646) 3505608
e-mail: P. Gendall @massey.ac.rrz

Dr Knut Kalgraff Skjak, Dr Knud Knudsen, Bjom
Henrichsen
NSD (NorwegianSocial Science DataServices)
HarrsHomboegst22
5007 Bergen,Norway
Tel: (0047 55) 212117
Fax: (00 47 55)960660
e-maik Skjak@rtsd.uib.no

Mahar Mangahaa, Mercedes Abad
Social Weather Stations, Inc.
PSSC Bnilding
Commonwealth Avenue, Diliman
Quezon City 1101, Philippines
Tel: (@l 632) 9244456

(00 632) 9264308 (M.Mangahas)
Fax: (00632)9202181

(00 632) 9244450 (M.Mangahas)
e-mail: Mangahas @mozcom.com

SWS885@mozcom.com (SWS)
Rabad@pusit.admu.edu.ph
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Poland

Portugal

Russia

Slovak Republic

Slovenia

spain

Dr Bogdan Cichomsfd, Pawel Morawski

1SS (Institute for Social Studies)
University of Warsaw

Stawki 517
00-183 Warsaw, Poland
Tel: (00 48 22) 315 153(& Fax)

e-maih Cichom@sarnba.iss.uw.edu.pl
Pawm@samba.iss.uw.edu.pl

Manuel Villaverde Cabral
Instituto de Ciencias Sociais
University of Lisbon
Av. Fomas Arrrmdas
Edif. I.S.C.T.E.D
1600 Lisbon, Portugal
Tel (00 351 1) 7932772
Fax: (00 351 1) 7964953

Dr Ludmilli Kbakufina, Tatjana Zaalavskaya
VCIOM
The Centre for Public Opinion and Market Research
17 Nikolskaya
Moscow 103012, Russia, CIS
Tel: (007 095) 9247413

(007 095) 9282112 (L.Khakulisra)
Fax: (007 095) 9752512
e-mail: Lkakhul @wciom.msk.su

Academy of Science
Bratislava
Slovak Republic

Dr Nico Tos, B.Mainar
Public Opisron and Mass Communications Research Centre
University of Ljubjana
tideljeva Ploscad 5
61109 Ljubjana, Slovenia
Tel: (00 386 61) 341994 (Univ)

(00 386 61) 341777 (N.Tos)
Fax: (00 386 61) 3431522
e-mail CJMMKSJM@uni-lj.si

BRINA.MALNAR@uni-lj .si

Pilar del Castillo
CIS (Centro de Investigaciones Sociological)
Montalban 8
28014 Madrid, Spaio
Tel: (0034 1) 5317124
Fax: (0034 1) 5318131



Spain

Sweden

USA

Juan Diez-Nlcolas
ASEP

(Analisis Sociologicos, Economics y Politicos)
P de la Catellana 173, 5 Izqueirda
28046 Madrid, Spain

Tel: (0034 1) 5705107

Fax: (0034 1) 5794073
e-mail: 100613.2721 @CompuServe.com

Dr Stefan Svallfors, Dr Jonas Edhmd
Deptof Sociology
Universityof Umea
90187 Umea, Sweden
Tel: (00 46 90) 165000 (Univ)
(00 46 90) 165560 (S.Svalffors)
(00 46 90) 167822 (J.Edlund)
Fax: (00 46 90) 166694
e-mail: Stefan.svallforsG2soc.umu.se

Jonas.Edhsnd@soc.umu.se

Dr Tom W Smith
NORC (National Opinion Research Centre)
University of Chicago
1155 East 60* Street
Chicago, Illinois 60637-2799
Tel: (00 1 312) 7537500 (NORC)

(00 1 312) 7537877 (T.Smith)
Fax: (00 13 12) 7537886
Home: (00 13 12) 962895g
e-mail smith @norcmail.uchicago .edu

nnrtws 1@uchimvsl .uchicago.edu

Mike Hout
Survey Research Center
2538 CharmingWay
Berkeley, Ca.94720-5 100
Tel: (00 I 510) 6436874
Fax: (00 1 510) 6438292
e-mail: Mikehout @uclink4.berkeley .edu
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